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Where did
yesterday go?
That’s the big trouble with college reunions.
They bring home the fact that time passes
awfully fast!
Let’s look ahead.
As a husband and father you can look
ahead with greater confidence once you have
talked life insurance with a Connecticut
Mutual Life man. Reason: A CML man
can tell you how much and what kind of
life insurance will provide exactly what you
want for your wife and children. He’ll ask
you what you and your family need, and
when, and then recommend a plan to provide
the funds. This skilled professional work he
does without cost or obligation.
Many a client of a CML agent has been
delighted at what was done to stretch his
present life insurance, to make it provide
more money for the right purposes at the
right times without increasing the cost one
cent! Why not call on a CML man for
this service?

Dividends paid to policyholders
for 116 years
Owned by its policyholders, CML provides high quality
life insurance at low cost and gives personal service
through more than 300 offices in the United States.

onnecticut Mutual Life
INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTFORD

Your fellow alumni now with CML
Lawrence G. Cousins

Home Office

Clifton E. George

’56

Boston, Mass.

John McGillivray

’40

Boston, Mass.

Donald F. Williams

’55

Home Office

THE BANK THAT SERVES all of EASTERN MAINE

FAMILY’S FUTURE?
MAKE A DATE FOR YOU AND YOUR ATTORNEY to visit with one of our Trust Officers
One of the soundest ways to start off the year is to assure a good measure of security
for your loved ones. It takes so little time ... yet means so much. We’ll be more than
glad to talk to you and your attorney, at your convenience, about the peace of mind our
trust services can bring you, in '62.

the

Merrill Trust Company
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation • Member Federal Reserve System

Fifteen Offices Serving Eastern Maine
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speaks in a special way for the institution it
represents. It reinforces intentions and actions of the associated
former students.
The function of this periodical we call The Maine Alumnus
follows, therefore, three general purposes: To present news, to
reflect University views and to report alumni plans and actions
in support of the institution.
There are several ways to accomplish these ends. Our publication could
present limited or slanted news. It could propagandize one-sidedly for the
University. It could give only restricted and unfair reports about a certain
few alumni, chosen arbitrarily.
Or, conversely, it could present objectively the news and views of
the University and its various spokesmen and alumni, letting the chips fall
where they may.
We hope you feel The Alumnus follows the latter course. We hope
you find evidence that our alumni magazine is making a sincere effort to
achieve the objectives outlined above.
The question of editorial slant will normally be answered by an attempt
to expose the good side of the University. Courage to be critical of policies
not immediately popular is desirable, though it should be tempered by
judgments that help preserve a “good image” of the institution and develop
favorable “public relations.”
However, honesty and strict dealing with truth in all ways
must be the prime responsibility of such a magazine, as it is of the
university it serves. Your alumni magazine, above all else, must
be truthful, if it is to be a respected spokesman of those it repre
sents.
It is an objective of The Alumnus to report what the Alumni Associa
tion is planning and doing, and thus to involve more alumni in joining
others to achieve the united action believed to be directed toward the wel
fare of the University. Activities of the classes, local association work,
committee projects and fund raising are important matters to be reported
between the covers of The Alumnus.
We who are concerned with the production of The Alumnus feel it
should achieve a dual goal. We believe it should be informational and in
spirational. Alumni readers can helpfully resolve to assist us in our efforts
by sending us information of general interest and by commenting on the
contents of our issues.
Our readers can also assist by telling us what they think should appear
in their magazine. Would a section by the president of the University be
of interest? Would a section of letters from readers be an added attrac
tion? Would more features about current University problems and various
interpretations of these be of interest? Should the magazine try to present
feature stories about more of the University’s outstandingly successful
former students? Should there be a continuing educational and cultural'
purpose in feature presentations?
,
These are some of the questions your editors continually
face and hope you will help to answer by your comments.
So, if The Alumnus is to achieve the objectives its editors have outlined
for it, it will take a continuing effort and interest on the part of its alumni
readers. Your editors are determined that The Alumnus will shoulder a
distinct amount of responsibility for advancement of the University.
n alumni magazine

Editor
Dr. T. Russell Woolley ’41
Associate Editor
Ronald K. Devine ’55
Class Notes Editor Margaret M. Mollison ’50
Assistant Class
Notes Editor Mildred (Brown ’25) Schrumpf

President
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THE COVER: One of the newest additions to the Alumni Office
“family” is the automobile pictured beside the Library. The automo
bile was made available through the generosity of William E. Bodwell
’50, president of Bodwell Motors, Inc., in Bath. It’s a Ford Fairlane
500 and its colors are the same as Maine’s—pale blue and white.

The Maine Alumnus University of Maine, Orono Maine January, March, May and June by the University of Maine General Alumni Association, Business office,
ter a“ he Post Office at Orono? March“ act of March, 1879
year, Member; American Alumni
Entered as second-class mat-

THESE 3 VITAL STEPS
bring you the world’s best telephone service
1•RESEARCH

2 » MANUFACTURE

3 • OPERATION

The telephone was born of research
and grows ever more useful the same
way. Bell Telephone Laboratories
conducts a far-reaching research and
development program—most of it in
communications) but much of it de
voted to defense.

Research-created equipment must be
manufactured, held to high standards
at low cost, and made available any
where in the nation.

Here, twenty-one Bell Telephone
Companies step in. They take the
results of Bell Laboratories research
and Western Electric production and
bring them to useful life on your
bedside table or kitchen wall or
office desk.

Basic Bell inventions such as the
Transistor and the Solar Battery have
benefited man in many ways. And
constant development of new equip
ment is revolutionizing telephony.
But research alone doesn’t bring
service improvements and economies.

That’s Western Electric’s job.
Working closely with Bell Labora
tories, Western Electric makes the
vast amounts of high-quality equip
ment required for the telephone net
work. But the task still remains of
putting this research and equipment
to work—so they can make daily
living easier and more pleasant for
you and your family.

All three—research, manufacture,
operation —are interdependent and
indispensable. Working as a team
with a common goal, they give this
country the world’s finest telephone
service and more telephones than all
other countries combined!

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Owned by more than two million Americans

What
kind
of
£

What kind of university do I want?

A sensitive and aware university, creative and responsible, genuine, devoted
to excellence;
A university in which clarity and joy are intrinsic, not accidental;

A university which celebrates truth and beauty and moral integrity in the way
it envisions and carries on its primary intellectual functions;
A university, not a mere aggregate, a collegium in which teaching is itself a
sharing of learning;

A university aware of its profound responsibility as the special nerve ganglion
of society;

<!

An intellectual-social group with a professional morale—i.e., an acceptance of
its role as the intellectual conscience of the social order; that is to say,
an acceptance of the inexorable demands of the emerging future depen
dent upon the resources of the present;

t-t

And therefore, a university involved, enmeshed, engaged, and yet, detached,
transcending the present, roving, free;

on

rt

A university aware of the past, that infinite reservoir of achievement, of failure,
and hence, of wisdom;

And even more aware of that other infinity, the future, boundless for good
and for ill;
A university which does not forget its locale, its own flavor, yet reaches to the
ends of the world and learns from every culture.

do
I
want
?

What is it that makes an institution a university?
Vision.
Vision of needs and resources and possibilities.
Vision which cherishes equally the realized and the as-yet-unexplored, the
actual and the not-yet-achieved, the known and the still-uncomprehended.

Vision and discipline and joy; patient effort, work and work; concentration and
willingness to learn from the gentlest promptings of the quiet mind; cour
age to hold on, and willingness to forego even the most precious for a
still more necessary truth.
(
Something like this is a university.

By

And what do we have to bring such an ideal to any degree of actuality?

Dr.

Only people—actual persons, not as they might be, but as they actually are
now—today.

Charles
F.

Virtue
Professor
of
Philosophy

6

Students and staff; teachers, scholars, researchers, planners, administrators,
providers and maintainers of services and equipment;
Only people, and the curious tools of the mind; books, laboratories; and the
impalpable, but sustaining and directing, web of mental-social habits—
the karma which holds together seminar and class, tutorial, solitary study
and group achievement.
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Maine tackles the FUTURE
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1. Where are we going?
2. How will we get there?
It takes no crystal ball to tell University of Maine
planners that they face an enormous task in the coming
decades of making room for an onslaught of college stu
dents. They are not taking a mere stab in the dark when
they foresee a doubling of enrollments by 1970. When they
make this projection they are counting actual heads—they
are taking into account students already in grade schools
and high schools, heading toward college educations. How

are these planners tackling the problem of making room?
Where will these students live? Who will teach them? What
will they learn? Where will the necessary classrooms and
laboratories come from? Above all else, who will foot the
bill? For answers to these pressing questions facing the
University of Maine, Alumnus associate editor Ronald K.
Devine ’55 has interviewed some of the key individuals
intimately involved in Maine’s future. What he has learned
appears on the following pages.

I
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Governor
Higher education’s great demands are not going to decrease in the
1960’s and I believe that it is vitally important for the citizens of Maine
to realize that if we are going to achieve economic and social progress
in this state we must provide qualified Maine boys and girls with the
same opportunity to receive a college education, as do similar young
people throughout the country.
For those reasons I am hopeful that continued and accelerated
support of the University of Maine will receive top priority in the state’s
educational effort during the coming months.

John

H.
Reed

’42

end of campus these days
“If the expansion of the University is to
two crews of workmen are busily en be accomplished in a logical manner, it is
gaged in seemingly divergent projects. necessary to develop a long range plan of
One crew is building for the future; the growth. Buildings must be located to effect
other is tearing down a piece of the past.
an orderly development of the several Col
Going up is a new women’s dormitory. leges of the University as well as required
Coming down are the South Apartments, to housing and dining facilities. Care must be
make way for what eventually will become taken that long term growth is in no way
hampered.”
a complex of living quarters for co-eds.
The significance of these two operations
is that, while one is building and the other
The biggest “if”
is tearing down, both are part of a unified,
However, the report is quick to emphasize
long-range plan of expansion of the state
that the plans it outlines all hinge on one
university.
In 1960 the firm of Alonzo J. Harriman, vital point: “It... assumes that all physical
Inc., architects and engineers, prepared a plant expansion, and the necessary and ac
report entitled, “A Growing University— companying increase in operating costs,
1960-1970; a long range plan of growth for faculty salary adjustments, etc., will find
the campus of the University of Maine at adequate funds available, as needed, for this
expansion.”
Orono, Maine.”
Here is what the planners wrote about
Thus is interjected the biggest “if” in the
needs in the coming ten years: “A realistic pattern of the University’s future. It involves
enrollment projection for the University of a biennial difference of opinion between
Maine for the next decade indicates that University administrators and the Legisla
enrollment will double by 1970. These young ture as to how much the state can afford to
men and women are already with us; they contribute to growth of the institution.
are not projected population figures. They
For instance, during the last Legislature,
exist in our grade and high schools today
the University requested $9,056,000 for 18
and they will want to attend the University
capital projects. It received $2,321,700 for
tomorrow....
five projects.

O

n the south

President

Elliott
8

There are many sincere and conscientious
legislators who feel the state simply cannot
afford to appropriate the amount the Uni
versity feels it needs. There are others who
flatly state that the institution is large
enough as it is now, and should not be ex
panded, even if money were available.
Prior to the convening of the last Legis
lature, the University held a pre-legislative
conference to which all of the state’s legisla
tors were invited, to tour the campus and to
see for themselves what kind of a state uni
versity they were being asked to appropriate
funds for.

One legislator who refused to attend,
when pressed for a reason, admitted: “My
mind is made up on how much money they
should get. I didn’t want to be talked into
anything.”
Later, while the session was in progress,
another legislator visited the campus during
the latter part of the afternoon one day. He
walked through one of the academic build
ings and was chagrined at finding so many
idle classrooms. “Why are you asking for
more classrooms when you’re not using the
ones you have?” he demanded of an ad
ministrator. He was not impressed by the
answer that at that time of day most stu
dents had finished their classwork. “Well,

A public body should give consideration to ways in which public
education can be strengthened in Maine....
.. .1 think the University must rely upon those who see the im
portance of education to interpret these needs and basically for the facts
to speak for themselves. ...
. .. Educational opportunity will not be expanded until citizens
as a group and parents specifically want greater opportunities for their
youngsters. I am confident that the people of Maine are desirous of a
system of higher education equal to any in the nation.

THE MAINE ALUMNUS

Who will teach them? The

scarcity of available instructors
presents one of the most pressing
problems in Maine's future

How

Others
Feel:
To improve the quality of its edu
cation, Maine must "emphasize the
exceptional students, not the athletic
teams. It must erase the ‘mass edu
cation’ image, show production of
top-quality students.”

why don’t you start running classes in
shifts?” he retorted.
Even if it were academically desirable to
operate a university on an around-the-clock
basis, it would not solve another of Maine’s
serious problems. If the campus operated
day and night, twelve months a year, it
might not need to build a single new class
room for a decade or more to handle the
anticipated influx of students. But who
would teach them?
Qualified faculty members are becoming
increasingly scarce. More and more holders
of doctorate degrees are being syphoned off
college campuses and into more lucrative
positions in industry. Competition among
colleges and universities for the available
faculty manpower is becoming more and
more keen as demands increasingly exceed
supplies.
University administrators feel Maine is
not in a favorably competitive position in
this regard. They can produce figures to
show that Maine’s salaries are on the aver
age of $1,300 lower than salaries at “sister”
institutions in New England.

The faculty outlook
But salaries are not the only criterion up
on which to judge the competitiveness of an
institution in the search for a high-quality
staff.
“Our best means of attracting and keep
ing outstanding faculty members is to permit
them to develop individual as well as de
partmental research and to participate in
graduate level teaching,” says Dr. Lloyd H.
Elliott, University president. This cannot
be done if the undergraduate teaching load
is too heavy.
Dean Joseph M. Murray of the College
of Arts and Sciences feels the same way.
All other things being equal, a potential
faculty member will choose the institution
that offers him the best facilities and chances
for advancement, he says.
In fact, Dean Murray feels the most
pressing problem facing the University is

FEBRUARY-MARCH, 1962

obtaining and holding a trained, experienced
staff. He feels physical advantages are im
portant in order to keep good personnel
here; but at this point they are a secondary
problem, albeit a serious one.
He is not optimistic about the outlook for
the faculty problem. “I see nothing on the
horizon to indicate that it will be relieved,
to maintain the same requirements as we
now have,” he says.

Easing the scarcity
Dr. H. Austin Peck, vice president for
administration, discussed the scarcity of col
lege instructors at a faculty seminar in No
vember. At that time he suggested six steps
which are now under consideration by edu
cators for easing the scarcity:
(1) Give the students more responsibility
for their own learning; (2) eliminate dupli
cation and overlapping of courses; (3) try
more experimenting with certain sizes of
classes, perhaps finding larger classes effec
tive in certain fields; (4) use more mechani
cal and electronic devices, such as television
and teaching machines; (5) give some of
the non-professional work done by profes
sors to clerical and other non-professional
employees; and (6) consider cutting down
on the number of faculty committees and
other administrative duties so professors
can spend more of their time teaching.
Many Maine citizens are asking the ques
tion, “If we have such a financial and faculty
problem, does the University really have to
grow?” They note that other colleges in
the state have placed rather rigid ceilings
on their enrollments and have flatly refused
to expand beyond a certain point.
Campus administrators feel this is one
of the very pressing reasons the University
of Maine must increase in size. They inter
pret the primary responsibility of the state
university as one of providing a college
education for all qualified Maine students
who seek one.
Evidence that more and more qualified
students will be seeking places at the Uni
versity comes from the office of James A.

Robert A. Marden
State Senator
Waterville

"Unless the University continues to
grow to meet the demand it will mean
that the state is failing in its obliga
tion to educate its young people. This
would adversely affect the future
economy of the state and its existing
businesses whether they be manu
facturing, agriculture, forestry, fishing
or recreation.”
Richard K. Warren
Publisher
Bangor Daily News

The University’s most pressing re
sponsibility is to gear for the future.
It must increase in size, but quality
must also improve. It can best im
prove this quality "by aggressive pro
grams of faculty recruitment based on
better salary scales.”

W. Gordon Robertson
President
Bangor and Aroostook
Company

The University’s most pressing needs
are: "(a) Expansion of the University
of Maine at Portland, to provide a
'commuters’ college; and (b) expan
sion of engineering and research in
fields particularly pertinent to Maine.”
Reginald Sturtevant
President
Livermore Falls Trust
Company

9

"Maine is ready to go all we need is a few dollars”

Harmon, director of admissions. Mr. Har more of a need for specialization at the
mon reports that applications for admission graduate level,” comments Dean Winthrop
to next fall’s freshman class are coming in C. Libby of the College of Agriculture.
faster than at any previous time within his
“Development of a strong graduate pro
experience. At the end of January more than gram is obviously a ‘must’ in the next ten
1,800 applications had been received, he years,” says Dean Murray of the College
says, adding that he expects some 2,700 in of Arts and Sciences.
all this year. There are about 1,220 places
for them.
Meeting the challenge
Along with the increased number of ap
With these problems facing it during the
plications, Mr. Harmon notes a higher and
coming decades—increasing enrollments ne
higher percentage of outstanding students
cessitating expansion of physical facilities
seeking entry. “Many students who are not
and acquisition of additional qualified staff
prepared to meet the demands of a senior
members
—how will the University and the
college program and who might still have,
in the past, made an application, are not State of Maine meet the challenge?
“Higher education’s great demands are
doing so today.” he says.
Compounding the problem of rising en not going to decrease in the 1960’s,” says
rollments, faculty scarcity and physical plant Governor John H. Reed, “and I believe
limitations at the undergraduate level is an that it is vitally important for the citizens
increasing trend toward growth of and need of Maine to realize that if we are going to
for graduate programs. “Maine’s growth achieve economic and social progress in
must be both vertical and horizontal,” Dr. this state we must provide qualified Maine
Elliott explains. “We must grow upward boys and girls with the same opportunity
with more opportunity for graduate work, to receive a college education, as similar
while at the same time broadening our base young people throughout the country.
of undergraduate study.”
“For these reasons, I am hopeful that
The academic deans are vitally aware of continued and accelerated support of the
this trend. “The undergraduate enrollment University of Maine will receive top priority
will increase more slowly, but the extent in the state’s educational effort during the
and quality of the graduate program must coming months.”
increase more rapidly,” says Dean Weston
Dr. Elliott proposes that “a public body
S. Evans of the College of Technology.
should give consideration to ways in which
“As we develop more liberal and broad public education can be strengthened in
undergraduate programs, we will create Maine.... The Legislature, governor and

other state officials should forge a farreaching and definitive plan for the future
growth of higher education in Maine, not
continue in the happenstance manner which
exists at present, operating from legislative
session to session.”
“The state will fail to advance at a rate
commensurate with the rest of the country,
economically, culturally and socially,” if
the University fails to grow to meet the
state’s needs, Dr. Elliott says.
How will the University get its point
across to the people of Maine? “I think the
University must rely upon those who see
the importance of education to interpret
these needs and basically for the facts to
speak for themselves,” Dr. Elliott says.
“Educational opportunity will not be ex
panded until citizens as a group and parents
specifically want greater opportunities for
their youngsters. I am confident that the
people of Maine are desirous of a system
of higher education equal to any in the
nation.”

Dean Evans views the future with a
similar optimism and his comment seems to
sum up the feelings of the rest of the Uni
versity’s administrators:
“I have high hopes for the future of the
University. I think it is in a better position
to grow in the right direction than it has
been in for a long time. Maine is ready to
go—all we need is a few dollars.”

I

I

Next:
•
»

“Will my children get into college?”
Yes ...If.
In its next issue, The Alumnus will present an exploration of these
all-important “ifs” in a 16-page series of essays entitled, “The College
of Tomorrow.”
The special report is a product of a cooperative endeavor in which
scores of schools, colleges and universities are taking part. It was pre
pared under the direction of a group of educators who form “Editorial
Projects for Education,” a non-profit organization associated with the
American Alumni Council.
The report tells the remarkably exciting story of higher education's
future. Next.. . in The Alumnus.

i
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Valuable

Collection

Through a thoughtful bequest of Miss Mary Alden Hopkins ’99, the University
of Maine Library recently received a valuable collection of 560 eighteenth century
volumes.

Miss Hopkins’ desire to leave her collection to the University was made
known by a friend, Mrs. Mary Squire Abbot, who wrote, “Miss Hopkins, an
author, always had a deep interest in the 18th century as reflected in two of her
own books. These were Hannah More and Her Circle, and Dr. Johnson’s Litch
field.”

The eighteenth century collection consists of biographical volumes of promi
nent figures such as Walpole, Johnson, Garrick, Mrs. Thrale, Anna Seward; books
about the domestic, social, and political life of the period; regional books con
cerned with architecture and gardens; books on the theatre and drama, and on
literature; and basic reference books such as Burke’s Peerage and Landed Gentry,
atlases, etc.

Miss Hopkins, a native of Bangor, had studied at Wellesley College and
Columbia University after leaving Maine.

University Librarian Louis T. Ibbotson, in accepting the collection, said,
“The working library of a scholar represents volumes which libraries cherish.
When the library is that of a former student, it takes on added meaning. This
eighteenth century collection will enhance the University of Maine Library col
lections, particularly in the field of English literature.

NEEDED:
$50,000

now- for complete

600-seat theater-type.

HAUCK

AUDITORIUM

Construction to go forward this
Spring and Summer

Fund-raising also going
ahead during construction
Completion expected next year
The Arthur A. Hauck Auditorium will be constructed as a connecting structure to
the Memorial Union Building, as shown below in the artist's sketch. A bookstore will be
included on the ground level and its entrance can be observed in the sketch. At left
in the drawing is the new education building. At the right is South Stevens Hall. The
Library can be seen in the background, right.

afinncing of construction of the
AVAILABLE:

Seats

All seats may have donors' names attached

200 name plates already provided for
each partner of the fund
* A total contribution of $500 makes
you a partner

400 SEATS AVAILABLE-

Place YOUR name on one !

THE SECOND GIFT CAMPAIGN
has started
G/VE GENEROUSLY TO COMPLETE THE JOB

9,000 folks have CONTRIBUTED once—Some have never given.
If you do your part no deletions will be
necessary in our New Auditorium.
Make checks payable to the Arthur A. Hauck Building Fund.
Send inquiries to the Hauck Fund Office, Memorial Union Building,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine

Campus in Winter — II

Look, Ma -- no snow!
Gov. John H. Reed ’42 sent his con
exactly an eskimo’s paradise.
But the calendar said it was Winter Car gratulations to the dramatic group on the
nival weekend, and there would be snow eve of departure. “We are certainly pleased
sculptures. Even if there wasn’t any snow— that the theatre group is having the oppor
tunity of touring in India and Pakistan and
to speak of.
I
am sure we will be proud of their achieve
Because of the herculean efforts needed to
accumulate an adequate supply of snow for ments and that they will bring credit to the
sculpturing from the barely two inches on entire state, as well as to our country,” he
the ground, it soon became evident the con said.
Back on campus, a committee of nine
test would be an all-male event.
Employing ingenuity and foresight as undergraduates was making plans for the
well as muscular power, fraternity and annual Brotherhood Week held the last
dormitory men trucked, scraped and plowed week of February. “Race Relations” was
enough together to provide some stiff com the theme. Among those participating was
the Rev. Maurice McCrackin of West Cincin
petition.
Alpha Gamma Rho won in the fraternity nati, Ohio, noted for his efforts in the field
division with a white-toothed beaver beside of human rights, and treasurer of “Operation
a pointed tree stump. The entry was entitled, Freedom,” a national organization formed
“Look Ma—No Cavities!’’ (See photo). Del to give support to the civil rights struggle in
ta Tau Delta and Phi Gamma Delta were Haywood and Fayette counties, Tennessee.
Appearances by internationally known
runners up.
Gannett Hall won first prize in the men’s theatrical and musical figures and groups
dormitory division, with Cumberland Hall were highlights of the March Arts Festi
val. Poet and anthologist Louis Untermeyer,
gaining an honorable mention.
Memorial Gymnasium was crowded Fri author Cornelia Otis Skinner and play
day night for the Carnival Ball, at which wright Marc Connelly lectured and gave
Patricia Hebert of Westbrook and Sandy readings from their works. The Quebec Sym
Fraser of Beaconsfield, Que., were crowned phony Orchestra and the Claremont Quartet
presented concerts. The program also in
king and queen.
cluded art exhibits, film showings and semi
Treading Indian Stages
nars. Registrar George H. Crosby headed
Meanwhile, from half a world away came the 12-member student-faculty planning
word that the Masque Theatre touring com committee.
pany had arrived safely in India. The com
For Freshman: Honors
pany, made up of 13 University students and
four grade school youngsters, is making a
In academic affairs, the College of Arts
four-month trek through India and Pakistan and Sciences for the first time extended its
as a goodwill mission for the U. S. State honors program to the second semester of
Department.
the freshman year. Thirty-two outstanding
t wasn’t

I

Winter Carnival queen Patricia Hebert
sits in front of the winning snow sculp
ture, Alpha Gamma Rho’s giant beaver.

Photo courtesy of the Bangor Daily News.
freshman students were selected to take
part, 29 from the College of Arts and Sci
ences and three from the College of Edu
cation.
In the bricks-and-mortar department, the
maintenance and control committee of the
Board of Trustees opened bids on another
women’s dormitory. The $1 million struc
ture is designed to accommodate 180 stu
dents. Construction is due to begin in the
spring.
Another sign of spring was word that
preparations have begun for Farm and Home
Week in April. Some 4,000 visitors are ex
pected to attend the 55th annual event.
As the days slowly churned on toward
spring, most on campus were counting their
blessings at having had such a mild winter
so far—and crossing their fingers that it
wouldn’t take a turn for the worse.

Members of the Maine Masque theatre group prepare to board a bus to begin their tour of India and Pakistan.

Photo courtesy of the Bangor Daily News
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Maine’s first

Needed:

MATURE WOMEN

professorship
The University will institute its first dis
tinguished professorship in the field of pulp
and paper technology, as a result of a
$30,000 grant from the Louis Calder Foun
dation of New York City.
The grant, accepted by President Lloyd
H. Elliott at a meeting of the University’s
Development Council, was made through
the University of Maine Pulp and Paper
Foundation.
The funds, $10,000 to be used each year,
will establish a position to be filled by an
outstanding teacher or scholar whose salary
and research interests will be supported by
funds in addition to those provided by the
regular University budget.
“It is a pleasure for the Development
Council to announce this notable milestone
which is the first such professorship ever
received at the University of Maine,” W.
Gordon Robertson, Council chairman, said.
Speaking on behalf of the University’s
trustees. Dr. Elliott pointed out the impact
a program of this kind will have. “This pro
fessorship, and those which will follow, will
do much to place academic departments of
the University in a position of unquestioned
excellence. Officers and directors of the
Louis Calder Foundation have shown the
way to a new level of support for the Uni
versity of Maine and we are most grateful,”
he said.
The course in pulp and paper technology
was the first in the nation when it was estab
lished in 1913.

Law school
dean named
Edward S. Godfrey, professor of law at
Albany Law School, Union College, has
been appointed dean of the University’s
Law School in Portland, effective July 1.
A native of Phoenix, Ariz., Mr. Godfrey
is a graduate of Harvard University.
The law school in Portland became a
part of the University last September as a
result of the merger of Portland University
with the University of Maine.
Mr. Godfrey’s appointment is the first
step in the University’s plans to develop a
fully accredited three-year graduate school
for granting of law degrees.

REPRESENTING MAINE
John K. Dineen ’51 represented the Uni
versity at the inauguration of Henry A.
Kriebel as president of Babson Institute at
Wellesley, Mass.
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BY DR. MARY S. ZINK
Associate Dean of Women
s the University of Maine has
grown, so have its residence
units for women increased in
number and size. The small dormi
tory for 80 to 100 girls is no longer
being constructed; the last two build
ings opened accommodate 180 stu
dents and the next to be opened will
have room for 260.
This brings about inevitable changes
in the administration of the larger
units—changes that affect the small
er ones as well—for with greatly in
creased size there is a danger that
the friendly atmosphere for which the
campus is known will gradually be
lost. One way to counteract this is to
help the student have a satisfying ex
perience in a pleasant living situation
which also is conducive to serious
academic achievement.
The University has a long tradition
of expecting its women students to
take a large share of the responsibility
for governing their activities, for main
taining high standards of conduct and
for developing a congenial atmos
phere in their living units. They do
not do this alone. In each dormitory
a mature woman, or House Director,
works closely with student leaders,
housing officers, and the office of the
Dean of Women to help maintain the
kind of living situation that will give
each girl an opportunity to grow as
a person and as a student.
The woman who has some college
education, who has a lively interest
in the world around her, and who has
an intellectual curiosity may well find
a position of this kind to her liking.
She is in a unique position. Opportuni
ties to attend lectures, concerts, or
regularly scheduled courses provide
stimulation for personal enrichment
and at the same time provide a com
mon ground for exploring ideas with
students.
The dormitory community, as a
part of the larger university commu
nity, often may become a kind of
extension of the classroom. In the
dormitory girls can be encouraged to
explore together some new concept
heard in class, to continue discussions
following a provocative lecture, and
to develop further their own emerg

A

ing ideas. It is here that some of their
values are tested, modified or perhaps
rejected.
The role of the more mature adult
who lives with these girls may be that
of a goad or balance wheel, of leavener or stabilizer, of questioning skeptic
or non-critical listener—at times one,
at times another, as the situation dic
tates. One of the by-products of this
informal educational program in the
dormitory is the development of new
interests and ideas or the broadening
of old ones by the house director as
well as by the students.
Where there are young women there
are young men; they inhabit the
lounges and public recreation areas
of the women’s dormitories. Some are
shy, some assured, and some brash
would-be men-of-the-world—a cross
section of the Maine campus and any
home town. They call for their dates
at the dormitory but they linger and
enjoy dormitory hospitality when all
residents have worked together to
create the friendliness that the Uni
versity cherishes.
The men, too, are encouraged to
participate in informal living room dis
cussions and to become better ac
quainted with educational goals of
the various colleges and departments.
It is as important for them to expand
their horizons and try out their emerg
ing philosophies and beliefs as it is
for the girls with whom they go. The
house director enjoys and accepts
them as she does the girls and often
she becomes advisor, teacher, and
confidant for these visitors.
The challenge is great in a woman’s
housing unit; the rewards are also
great. The person who has a sincere
professional interest in young people,
both men and women, who enjoys
working and playing with her peers,
and who likes to set her intellectual
sights on new fields of interest could
accept the challenge.
Perhaps you can suggest a likely
candidate for this venture. If so,
contact the office of the Dean of
Women, 219 Library, University of
Maine. More information will be sent
to you or to a prospective house di
rector if requested.
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Three new trustees appointed
Charles E. Crossland ’17 of Orono,
Owen Halbert Smith ’41 of Presque Isle

who served as president of the board, Frank
Hussey ’25 and William H. Chisholm.

and W. Gordon Robertson of Bangor are
the new members of the University’s Board
of Trustees.
They replace Raymond H. Fogler ’15

Mr. Crossland, one of Maine’s most wide
ly known alumni, has been associated with
the University since his graduation.
He served first as assistant state 4-H Club

CROSSLAND

SMITH

ROBERTSON

Alumni names in the news
Congratulations to . . .
. .. D. W. Tabbutt ’22, who retired in
February after nearly 40 years of service
' with the U. S. Forest Service. He was serv
ing as chief of the Lands Branch in the
headquarters of the Eastern Region at Up
per Darby, Pa., at the time of his retire
ment in February.
. . .Frank Besse ’20 of Clinton, who has
been elected president of Associated In
dustries of Maine.
. .. Royal O. Mehann ’36, who is in
charge of the atomic power plant of the
world’s first nuclear powered merchant ship,
the NS Savannah, during its sea trials. Mr.

Mehann heads a staff of highly specialized
technicians who are responsible for the
design, evaluation, performance and main
tenance of the ship’s nuclear propulsion
plant.
. .. Mme. Freda Gray-Masse ’50, mezzo
contralto, who was soloist in three separate
programs at which Pierre Monteux was
guest conductor of the National Symphony
Orchestra in Washington, D. C.

. . . C. Earl Libby ’16, of Pompano
Beach, Fla., who was presented a TAPPI
Medal, highest honor of the Technical As
sociation of the Pulp and Paper Industry.
His award was reported in Pulp & Paper
magazine.

leader, then as executive secretary of the
Agricultural Extension Service. Later he
became extension editor.
From 1928 to 1946 he served as alumni
secretary of the General Alumni Associa
tion, during which time he created one of
the most successful alumni associations
among land-grant institutions.
From 1946 to 1954 he served as director
of student and public relations, and from
1954 to 1958 he served as assistant to Presi
dent Arthur A. Hauck. From 1958 to his
retirement in 1961 he served as vice presi
dent for administration.
After retirement he continued as execu
tive secretary of the University of Maine
Pulp and Paper Foundation, a position he
still holds.
Mr. Smith is a successful Aroostook
County potato farmer. Besides producing
20,000 barrels of seed potatoes a year, he
also grows 200 acres of small grain and
manages a 6,500-hen laying flock.
He has served as a member of the Maple
ton Town Council and is a director of
School Administrative District No. 1. He
is chairman of the board of trustees of the
Grant Memorial Methodist Church and is
a past president of the Maine Potato Coun
cil. He also is a member of the Agriculture
Advisory Committee, College of Agricul
ture.
Mr. Robertson, a native of Scotland, is
president of the Bangor and Aroostook
Company, a position he has held since 1958.
Before joining B & A, he founded Albatros
Fertilizers, Inc., and Beaver Brook Farms,
Inc., in Caribou, where he made his home
after coming to this country from Canada.
He is chairman of the University’s De
velopment Council.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS’ WOMAN OF YEAR
Southern Illinois University’s “woman
leader of the year” and popular first lady is
a Maine alumna.
She s Mrs. Dorothy (Mayo ’30) Morris,
wife of SIU’s President Delyte Morris.
A tribute to her popularity was the honor
paid her during halftime ceremonies of the
SIU-Bowling Green football game in No
vember, when Mrs. Morris was presented
a dozen roses and the University of Maine
song book.
Afterwards, a formal open house was
held at the Delta Zeta sorority house in
her honor, with about three hundred SIU
people attending.
In December, she made an honorary
member of Kappa Omicron Pi, national
honorary professional Home Economics fra
ternity.
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In March she will be honored as “Wom
an Leader of the Year” at the ninth annual
Women’s Day at SIU.
During the spring term she and Dr. Mor
ris and their younger son, Michael, a senior
at SIU, will be making a tour around the
world. The Morrises, who have another son,
Peter, celebrated their 31st wedding anni
versary in December. In October they be
came grandparents for the first time when
a son was born to Peter and his wife.
A recent feature story in The Egyptian,
SIU’s student newspaper, said of her: “Mrs.
Morris is busy with various activities, but
she always finds time to talk to students. She
makes visitors to the Morris home feel wel
come and comfortable.
“No maid answers the doorbell for Mrs.
Morris. She greets guests at the door with
a smiling ‘Hello, so glad to see you today.’ ”
THE MAINE ALUMNUS

Daniel M. Maher Photo

Senior Alumni Scholarship Winners
gathered recently in the Alumni Office to
have their picture taken. Their major subjects covered a wide
range—engineering physics, German, medical technology, pre
medical. But all had one thing in common: All were recipients of
Senior Alumni Scholarships.
our undergraduates

F

On hand to appear in the photograph with the students was
Richard F. Talbot ’07 of Orono, president of the Senior Alumni.

With Mr. Talbot in the photo above are the scholarship winners.
From left, William H. Thurlow IV ’65, Melicent Betty Chapman
’63, David M. Parker ’63 and Thomas G. Peterson ’62.
Mr. Thurlow, from Brunswick, is a freshman majoring in the
pre-medical course.
Miss Chapman, from Augusta, is a junior majoring in medical
technology. She is a member of Sigma Mu Sigma, psychology hon
or society.
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Mr. Parker, from Bangor, is a junior majoring in engineering
physics. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi, engineering honor society
and Sigma Pi Sigma, physics honor society.
Mr. Peterson, from Biddeford, is a senior majoring in Ger
man. He is a member of the Deutscher Verein, German honor
society.
The scholarships, which amount to $150 each, were estab
lished in 1957 by the Senior Alumni Association. Each year since
then three students have received the scholarships.
The Senior Alumni Association was founded in 1936 “to
promote good fellowship among its members, and by its influence
endeavor to advance the interests of the University.”
Other officers of the Senior Alumni this year besides Mr.
Talbot are Henry W. Bearce ’06, first vice president; Walter E.
Farnham ’07, second vice president; Janies A. Gannett ’08, sec
retary; and Charles F. Smith TO, auditor.
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VARSITY BASKETBALL—
THE RECORD: 12-12

Athletics

60
74
68
52
68
65
92
89
57
77
73
76
43
67
75
78
54
66
79
70
87
92
65
85

’No one has humiliated us’
coach Brian McCall
was getting ready to take his team on
the road for the season’s final two
games when he was asked to comment on
his club’s progress.
Considering that he began the season
with only one letterman and scarcely anyone
else with varsity experience, he was full of
praise for the way his team had developed.
“The team had the quality of not giving
up when it had many disappointments, such
as losing two-pointers and one-pointers,” he
said, noting that difficulties were compound
ed by the loss of Captain Skip Chappelle,
lone survivor of last season’s championship
team, for the entire month of January be
cause of injuries.

“The boys have the quality of not quitting
—of staying in there. It’s a team with spirit
and it has now blossomed out.” He referred
to the winning streak which saw strong
Connecticut and Colby teams go down in
defeat before the Black Bears.

arsity basketball

V

“But we played too many games away
from home this season,” he said. “This
handicapped us, but at the same time no
one has humiliated us. The boys had their
ups and downs, but they gave it all they
had.”

The record was not one to be ashamed of.
Counting Downeast Classic play in Bangor
during the Christmas recess, the team com
piled 12 wins against 12 losses.

Tufts
Colby
Bates
Vermont
Vermont
Bowdoin
Boston College
Coast Guard
Columbia
New Hampshire
Connecticut
Bates
Colby
Bowdoin
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Colby
Bowdoin
Bates
Rhode Island

57
76
63
71
63
66
104
79
73
60
68
61
55
70
82
68
65
72
93
68
68
72
69
88

On snow and cinder: Ski and Track teams
It isn’t often an athlete performs against his own alma mater’s
team. But it happened to last year’s varsity ski team captain Charlie
Akers this season.
Skier Akers competed against the Maine club as a member
of the U. S. Army ski team in a meet at Dartmouth College. Later,
he left for Finland, where he is competing as a member of the
Army’s biathalon team.

The Maine team came in 7th in a field of ten in the Dartmouth
meet. Earlier, it placed 6th in a field of 11 at Middlebury.
Misfortune in the form of an automobile accident prevented
the team from competing in a meet at Williams College. Coach
Si Dunklee and several members of the team were injured, but
had recovered in time to participate in the remainder of the sea
son’s schedule.

In track news, Theodore S. (Ted) Curtis ’23 announces
three big events coming up—two this spring, the other next Janu
ary.
On May 12, the University plays host to the Yankee Confer
ence track meet, taking its turn in the six-year cycle. The week be
fore this event, Maine travels to Brown University to participate in
the New England Track Championships, along with 41 other col
lege teams in the six-state area.
Next January, Maine will have the honor of competing in
the first event to be held in the new Dartmouth College field house
when the Black Bear varsity and freshman indoor track teams
meet the Big Green. The event also marks another “first” for
Maine—the first time its indoor track team travels to Dartmouth.
Maine added Dartmouth to its indoor track schedule last year,
playing host two years in a row.

Pitchers sought in Butterfield’s talent hunt
Spring may not be in the air yet,
but thoughts of it are very much in
evidence as Maine’s baseball team
breaks out its leather and lumber for
the 1962 season.
Pitchers and catchers have begun
working out in the Field House under
the direction of varsity baseball coach
Jack Butterfield ’53.

In his bid to better last year’s 7-10-1
record in State Series and Yankee
Conference play, Coach Butterfield is
looking for a stronger pitching staff.
Heading the list of returning lettermen on the mound are Captain Bill
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Livesey, an All-Yankee Conference
outfielder a year ago who pitched part
time; seniors Pete Henderson and
George Bartlett, and junior Bill
Thomas.
The 23-game schedule begins on
March 31 and includes ten Yankee
Conference games and six State Series
contests, along with seven non-league
matches.
Here’s the schedule:
March
31—at Columbia
April
2—at Virginia
April
3—at Hampden-Sydney
April
4—at Fort Eustis

April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

5—at Newport News NTS
6—at Villanova
7—at Columbia
13-14—at Rhode Island
20-21—at Connecticut
27-28—Massachusetts
2—Bates
4—at Bowdoin
9—Colby
11—at Bates
15—at Colby
18-19—Vermont
22—Bowdoin
25-26—at New Hampshire
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Local Associations
Auburn-Lewiston Alumnae
Mrs. Julia (Shores ’49) Halinel,

President
The group met on Wednesday January 17,
with Aletha (Meade ’48) Blackmore, Marian (Carter ’33) Nash and Emily (Smaha
'51) Marcous as hostesses. The speaker was
Roland Hastings, Jr., Assistant Director for
Alohoiics Rehabilitation in Lewiston. Busi
ness discussion and a proposed joint meeting
with Portland Alumnae were considered.
The group met again on February 21, at
the home of Eleanor (Byron ’53) Gove,
Shank Street, Lewiston.
•

Footman’s Dairy, Brewer. The interesting
program featured Dr. Horace Quick of the
School of Forestry. He presented an illus
trated talk entitled “An African Safari.”
Dr. Quick returned last year from an offi
cial mission on the dark continent, to study

Alumnae hold

ANNUAL
ALUMNI FUND
SCORECARD
Here are some leading
among the classes for the
Alumni Association’s first
Alumni Fund:
Members
Amount
Class Contributing Given
1909
37
$ 427.88
1922
81
998.50
1924
75
1,116.00
1930
84
1,065.00
1934
88
961.76
1943
147
1,310.25
1948
155
1,401.75
1949
228
2,050.25
1950
318
2,501.75
1958
170
1,459.00

records
General
Annual

Avg.
Gift
$11.56
12.32
14.88
12.68
10.93
8.91
9.04
8.99
7.86
8.58
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Chicago Alumni
George Garland ’45, President

A Valentines Party combined to make a
pleasant evening for the Chicago folks, who
ate a steak dinner at Stevens on February 14
and visited with Dean Mark R. Shibles of
the College of Education. Stevens Steak
House is at 476 North York Street in Elm
hurst.

Auburn-Lewiston Alumni
Otto H. Wallingford ’48, President

Even a Bates alumnus attended the men’s
group meeting on January 18, reports Rich
ard I. Davis ’44, Secretary—describing the
evening when Coach Harold S. Westerman
attended and brought his films of the 1961
football season. This affair also marked the
25th anniversary of the founding of the
Auburn-Lewiston Maine Alumni Club, under
Alonzo J. Harriman ’20, the first President.

A capacity crowd of 250 women attend
ed a scholarship bridge sponsored by the
Portland Club of University of Maine Wom
en in January at Payson Smith Hall on the
UMP campus.
Mrs. Frances (Roderick ’57) Soderberg

and Mrs. Elizabeth (Kononen ’56) Berry
served as chairmen. Others assisting them
included Mrs. Carolyn (Locke ’56) Kostopoulas, Mrs. Laura (Tucker ’55) Seavey, Mrs. Elaine (Pratt ’56) Golden, Mrs.
Carolyn (Bull ’56) Dahlgren, Mrs. Pris
cilla (Dearborn ’59) Atwood, Mrs. Faith
(Wixson ’56) Varney, Mrs. Verna (Wal
lace ’49) Andrews and Mrs. Charlotte
(Dimitre ’39) Connolly.

The proceeds from this bridge will go
toward the scholarship presented each year
to a deserving undergraduate woman at
the University.

economic factors associated with the preservation/reduction of an elephant population.

Somerset County Alumni
William G. Hepburn ’42, President

Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott, Maine’s President
addressed a dinner meeting at the Lancey
House, Tuesday, January 30. His talk out
lined recent changes at the University and
he commented on future growth of the State
University. T. Russell Woolley, Alumni Di
rector, also attended from Orono. The busi
ness meeting made preliminary plans for
a May meeting and named a nominating
committee.

Western Mass. Alumni
Elwood M. Beach ’51, President
These Maine Alumni made a special
cheering section at the Maine-U. Mass,
basketball contest, Saturday night, February

Portland Alumnae
Priscilla (Thomas ’49) Rines, President

A most successful card party was the Janu
ary 25 meeting of the group, boasting a large
attendance, good bridge games with prizes
of a novel kind and with Maigaret M. Mollison ’50, Assistant Executive Director of
the General Alumni Association, visiting
from Orono. This was an annual fund raising
event for the club.

Southern Kennebec Alumni
Norman Gosline ’57, President

A regular meeting of the businessmen’s
luncheon group was held on Friday, Febru
ary 2 at the Worster House. Visiting with
the large number of Maine men on this
occasion were Ronald K. Devine ’55 As
sociate Editor of The Maine Alumnus and
T. Russell Woolley ’41, Executive Director
of the General Alumni Association. Officers
of the club are planning soon to announce
a new meeting place for future luncheons.

Southern Penobscot Alumnae
Mrs. Jean (Polleys ’50) Fenlason,

President
Wednesday, January 24, was the meeting
date for this club in the recreation room of
FEBRUARY-MARCH, 1962

Mrs. Douglas G. Soderberg, Mrs. Leland R. Dahlgren and Mrs. Erlon S. Varney
served on a committee that planned a scholarship tea. The event was sponsored by
the Portland Club of University of Maine Women. Photo courtesy of the Portland

Sunday Telegram.

Auburn-Lewiston Alumni

Third Tuesday of each month
Stephens House
Union and Court Streets, Auburn
Dinner—6 p.m.
Weekly—
Boston Alumni

Friday
Alcove Room, Purcell’s
Restaurant, 10 City Hall
Avenue
Invitations are extended to any alumnus
or faculty member living or visiting in
Boston to attend on each Friday.

I

Chatting with University President Lloyd II. Elliott, right, at a meeting of the
Somerset County Alumni Association in Pittsfield on January 30 are Lloyd A.
Ireland ’50 and William G. Hepburn ’42.

The case of
the missing
I

10, in Amherst. These folks have turned
out at the Cage before, and find it is a
sporting good way to meet, win or lose in
any game.

St. Petersburg, Florida, Alumni
Oscar W. Mountfort ’12, President

Folks had a cold day (36 degrees) on
January 13 for their second meeting of the
season, but they attended from as far as
125 miles away—out of Winter Park.
Excitement centers on the planned meet
ing of March 31, when Dean Mark R. Shibles will be the visiting speaker.

Coming Meetings
Boston Alumni

Spring Dinner-Dance
Watch for notices
St. Petersburg, Fla. Alumni

March 10, 1962
March 31, 1962
New Garden Room
Pennsylvania Hotel
Noon
Greater N. Y. City Alumni

March 23, 1962
Dinner-Dance
Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel
Broadway and 34th St.

WANTED: NOMINATIONS
Nominations are requested for
the Alumni Service Emblem Award
(sometimes known as the Pine Tree
Award). All alumni are urged to
send names for consideration to
the committee in care of the Alum
ni Office, 44 Library, University of
Maine, Orono, before May 10.
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Southern Penobscot Valiev Alumni

Dinner Meeting, 6:30 p.m.
March 31
Pilots Grill
To honor Coach Hal Westerman
Baltimore, Maryland Alumni

Early Spring Meeting
Watch for notices
Portland Alumni

March 13
Speaker: Coach Hal Westerman
Portland Alumnae

April 5
Program: Long Distance Dialing
Southern Penobscot Alumnae

April 10
Fruit Street School
Card Party

Regularly Scheduled Meetings
Monthly—
Western Pennsylvania Alumni

First Monday of each month
Oliver Restaurant
Smithfield St., Pittsburgh
Noon
Eastern Pennsylvania Alumni

Last Thursday of each month
Electrical Club Dining Room
6th Floor, Architects’ Building
17th and Samson Streets
Philadelphia, Penna.
Noon
Greater N. Y. City Alumni

Second Wednesday of each month
Phi Gamma Delta Club
106 W. 56 St.
Noon
Phone M. E. Libby
CI 6-0064

alumnus
A search
has ended
success and
incidence to

for a “missing” alumnus
with a double-barreled
an interesting tale of co
boot.

The “detective” in the case was
Herbert P. Bruce ’09, and the “miss
ing” alumnus was Noel Van Bibber
’10, whose address was not on file in

the Alumni Office. Also among those
whose addresses are unknown was
Mr. Van Bibber’s brother, Ray, also
known as Dion, a member of the
Class of 1909.
Detective Bruce was eventually suc
cessful in locating Noel’s address in
Washington state, and in turn received
from him the address of Dion in
Texas.

But in the course of the investiga
tion, the Alumni Office got into the
act. During all the conversation in
the office about the search, Executive
Director T. Russell Woolley ’41, who
was half listening, popped out of his
office to ask, “Is that Van Bibber
from Texas?” It turned out that he
was, but no one seemed to know what
town.
Dr. Woolley quickly supplied the
needed information. It seems that
while he was teaching at the Universi
ty of Texas before returning to
Maine he had on several occasions
stopped and eaten at the Stage Coach
Inn, operated by none other than the
missing alumnus, although he had
not been aware at the time that “the
charming gent was a Maine man.”
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Notes from the Classes
If Your Class Column Is Missing . . .
.. . It’s because your editors have decided to alternate class news. Your class
column will appear in every other issue of the six 1961-62 issues. The 1962
June Reunion classes, however, will have a news column in print every issue.

NECROLOGY
FACULTY
ERNEST HUGHETT. Ernest Hughett, of Buf
falo, N. Y , died December 27, 1961, following a
heart attack on his 69th birthday. He was spending
the winter at Bartow, Fla Mr. Hughett was a gradu
ate of the University of Michigan, and coached
football at the University of Maine 2 years, coming
in 1915. After his stay at Maine, he served as ath
letic director and football coach at a private boys
school in Buffalo. He was an organizer, part owner
and player, on the first professional football team
there. He was also well known as an official, and
worked Army-Navy and Sugar Bowl games, among
others. Survivors include his wife and two sisters.

1898
DR. RAY HERBERT MANSON. Dr. Ray Her
bert Manson, 84, died December 23, 1961, at
Rochester, N. Y. A native of Bath, Dr. Manson
graduated from Gardiner High School before enter
ing the University to graduate with a B.S. in Me
chanical Engineering; in 1901 he received his degree
in Electrical Engineering Dr. Manson was a student
in the kerosene lamp days and supervised the wiring
of the campus for electricity, doing much of the
work himself. Before joining Stromberg-Carlson m
1916, Dr Manson was associated with Western
Electric Co , of Chicago, Kellogg Switchboard and
Supply Co , of Chicago; Dean Electric Co , Elyria,
Ohio; and Garford Manufacturing Co., of Elyria,
Ohio. Dr. Manson joined Stromberg-Carlson in 1916
as chief engineer, in 1920 he was elected a director,
and in 1924 became vice president in charge of
engineering. In 1940 Dr. Manson became general
manager and president in 1945 serving until his re
tirement in 1949. He continued as Chairman of the
Board until 1953. Mr. and Mrs. Manson spent many
winters at Madeira Beach, Fla. Mr. Manson did
much to get the St Petersburg Alumni group organ
ized and was a regular attendant Dr. Manson was
one of the nation’s leading authorities in the field
of communications, and the creator of more than
100 inventions in his field The University awarded
Dr Manson an honorary Doctor of Engineering in
1933. Dr Manson was a past president of the insti
tute of Radio Engineers and later was elected a fel
low of that organization He served as a director of
the Radio Manufacturers Association He helped
establish technical standards for both AM and FM
broadcasting. Dr. Manson was a life member of the
Telephone Pioneers of America and a Fellow of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the
Radio Club of America, and the Rochester Engi
neering Society. Survivors include a daughter, a
son, a brother, Walter B. ’05, and several grand
children and greatgrandchildren. Dr. Manson was a
member of Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
1902
HENRY WILMOT CHADBOURNE. Henry W.
Chadbourne, 82, of Alplaus, N. Y., died December
11, 1961, after a brief illness. A native of Mattawamkeag, Mr. Chadbourne went to Schenectady in
1903 after graduating in Electrical Engineering from
the University; he moved to Alplaus in 1947. At
General Electric Mr. Chadbourne was application
engineer on mining projects. He was the author of
several technical articles and parts of two hand
books. He retired in 1958. He was a member of
Charles W. Meade Lodge F. and A. M., the Gene
alogical and Historical Society of Schenectady
County and the Scotia Baptist Church. Before trans
ferring his membership to the Scotia church, Mr.
Chadbourne had been a member of the First
Baptist Church of Schenectady, and president for
40 years. On December 10, 1955, Mr and Mrs.
Chadbourne celebrated their 50th Wedding Anni-
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versary. Mr. Chadbourne had served as secretary
and president of Northeastern N. Y. U. of M.
Alumni Assn , and was elected class secretary in
1947. Survivors include his wife, a son, a daughter,
a brother, Vaughn R. ’10, of Dallas, Texas, two
sisters—one of whom is Dr. Ava Chadbourne ’15,
of Bangor, and 10 grandchildren.
1903
ERNEST LINWOOD BAKER. Ernest L. Baker,
81, died November 16, 1961, at Rochester, N. Y.
A native of Portland, Mr. Baker graduated from
Deering High School before entering the University
to graduate in Chemistry. Mr. Baker was president
of Pyramid Process Co., manufacturers of adhesive
products. He was also director of Research Manu
facturers. He was retired at the time of his
death Survivors include his wife and two daughters.
Mr Baker was a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fraternity.
1905
LEWIS STILLMAN RECORD. Lewis S Record,
84, died December 12, 1961, at Jaffrey, N. H. A
native of Worcester, Mass., Mr. Record was a
graduate of Brown University in 1902, and received
his LL B degree from the University College of
Law in 1905. Mr. Record was superintendent of
schools of the Petersborough-Jaffrey Supervisory
Union for 28 years, retiring on age limit in 1946.
Previously Mr. Record was employed in law prac
tice for seven years, then followed teaching at
Palmer, Mass, Ludlow, N. H., and Boothbay
Harbor. He served as Judge at Newport, N. H.
District Court 1913-15, and justice and Notary
at Jaffrey 1946-54. He was a member of the IOOF
of which he was treasurer for 30 years, and of
Charity Lodge AF&AM. Mr. Record and his wife
marked their 59th wedding anniversary on May 8,
1961. Survivors include his wife, five daughters, two
sons, 16 grandchildren, and seven greatgrandchil
dren.
1907
HERBERT HENRY SMITH Herbert H. Smith,
76, of Keokuk, Iowa, died December 31, 1961, at
St Joseph’s Hospital in that city, after a short
illness A native of East Corinth, he graduated from
East Corinth Academy and attended the University
for three years. Mr. Smith had lived in Keokuk
since 1908, and was a retired employee of the
Union Electric Co. He was a member of the Hardin
Masonic Lodge. Mr and Mrs. Smith observed their
50th wedding anniversary in September, 1958.
Mr. Smith’s wife preceded him in death November,
1961. Survivors include one brother.
1908
HENRY LEROY MINER. Henry L. Miner, 77,
of Alameda, Calif., died November 19, 1961, in
that city. A native of Red Lake Falls, Minn., he
graduated from Haverhill High School in Massa
chusetts before entering the University to graduate
with a B S. degree in Chemistry. When he retired in
1948 Mr. Miner was superintendent of California
Paint and Ink Co. Prior to his twenty-seven years
with this company, Mr. Miner was a chemist for
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., in Wilmington,
Del. As sales manager of California Ink’s raw ma
terial department, Mr Miner acquired a host of
friends throughout the West. He was president of
the Golden Gate Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Assn,
in 1941-42. His wife survives. Mr. Miner was active
in College and was a Senior Skull. He was a mem
ber of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
1910
HARRY PENNELL CARLE. Harry P. Carle, 75,
of Park Ridge, Ill, died December 9, 1961. A native
of Portland, Mr. Carle attended the local schools,
and the University of Maine. Mr. Carle was a con
tracting engineer for Morden-Allen Co., of Chicago,
Ill. He retired in 1958. Survivors include a daugh
ter and a son, and a brother George W., ’05, of

Portland. Mr. Carle was a member of Phi Gamma
Delta Fraternity.
1911
MAJOR WILLIAM SANFORD GOULD, JR.
Major William S. Gould, Jr., 73, died January 12,
1962, at McDill A F B Hospital, Tampa, Fla.,
following an illness of one week. A native of
Dexter, he attended Dexter schools and the Uni
versity in the Class of 1911. He also attended
Shaw’s Business College in Bangor. During World
War I, Major Gould served with the U. S. Army’s
Courier Service in France. In 1927 he joined the
U. S. Customs Service in Bangor, and in 1936
began service with the Alcohol Tax Unit. In 1938
he was recalled into the Army at the Springfield
(Mass.) Armory, and during World War II served
in Italy and Japan. Following the war he served
at Raritan Arsenal in New Jersey, until his retire
ment in 1947 after 33 years of Army service, and
then moved to St Petersburg. Major Gould’s close
association and interest in charitable organizations
gained for him last year’s St. Petersburg Lions Club
Cup as the most valuable Lion of the year. He
was a member of Anah Temple, Order of the
Mystic Shrine, St., Johns Commandery, and was a
Master Mason in the Greenville Lodge. Major
Gould was Past Commander of the James W. Wil
liams Post, American Legion, and served for several
years as American Legion State Adjutant Survivors
include his wife, a son—William O. ’35, of Auburn,
a daughter, and five grandchildren. Major Gould’s
funeral on January 15th was attended by all officers
of the St. Petersburg Alumni Assn. Major Gould
was very active in getting this chapter going and
served as secretary for two years.
JAMES JULIUS FUHRMAN. James J. Fuhrman, 69, died November 20, 1961, at his home in
Black Canyon, Ariz. Mr. Fuhrman was a native of
Chelsea, Mass., and was a retail merchant in
Lowell, Mass., and in Arizona. Mr. Fuhrman
graduated from Chelsea schools and attended the
University for one year. Survivors include his wife,
one son, one daughter, and five grandchildren.
1913
ALLAN FRANCIS McALARY. Allen F. McAlary, 71, of Rockland, died December 26, 1961.
A native of Moncton, N. B. (Canada), Mr. McAlary’s family moved to Maine and he attended
Waterville schools, going on to graduate from the
University in Hydraulic Engineering. At one time
he was engineer for the Maine Public Utilities
Commission and a director and past Secretary of
Knox Industries, Inc. Mr. McAlary retired in 1959
after 35 years as superintendent of the CamdenRockland Water Co. A community leader during
his years in Rockland, Mr. McAlary devoted a
great deal of time and energy to the Boy Scout
movement in the local, district, and council levels
For this he was awarded a Silver Beaver Award
in 1954, the highest Scout citation for an adult.
He was a life member of the American Waterworks
Assn., a member of the New England and Maine
associations, and past president and director of
Maine Water Utilities Assn. He was twice vice
president of the Rockland Rotary Club of which
he had been a member since 1925. He was a past
president of Rockland Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
McAlary was a 50-year Mason in Waterville with
affiliations in North Anson and Rockland. Survivors
include his wife, a daughter Mrs. Elizabeth Pease
’41, of Rockland, and a son, Francis J. ’36, of
New York City. Mr. McAlary was a member of
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
1914
CHARLES RAYMOND McKENNEY. Charles
R. McKenney, 69, of Portland, died January 27,
1962, at a local hospital after a short illness. A
native of Brewer, Mr. McKenney attended the
Orono schools and graduated from the College of
Agriculture at the University with a major in
Horticulture. Mr. McKenney served in World War
I as a first lieutenant in the army. After the war
he was in the securities business in Boston until
1935. Following this Mr. McKenney was labor
director for the WPA for several years. He then
served as personnel director at the State House in
Augusta. On returning to Portland he became as
sociated with Clayton Securities. Mr. McKenney
was a member of Mechanics Lodge of Masons, of
Orono, 32nd degree Scottish Rite Valley, of Massa
chusetts, and Aleppo Temple Shrine of Boston. Sur
vivors include his wife, a son, Charles R., Jr , ’51,
Martinsburg, West Va., 2 grandchildren, a sister,
a brother, Leroy N. ’20 of Duxbury, Mass., several
nieces and nephews, including Norma (Mrs. Rob
ert) Peterson ’45, Cambridge, Ohio. Mr. McKenney
was a member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
1915
DR. WILLIAM HOPE MARTIN. Dr. William
H. Martin, 71, died January 3, 1962, at his home in
New Brunswick, N. J. A native of Carlisle, Pa.,
Dr. Martin was a graduate of Conway Hall, Carlisle,
before entering the University of Maine to graduate
from the College of Arts and Sciences, with a
major in botany. Dr. Martin went to Rutgers Uni-
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versity as a research assistant in plant pathology,
receiving an M.S. in 1917, and a Ph.D. in 1918
from that institution. Except for two years of mili
tary service in World War I, when Dr. Martin
served as second lieutenant in the Army Signal
Corps, he had stayed at Rutgers. Advanced from
plant pathologist to Dean of the College of Agri
culture and Director of the New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1939, he retained this posi
tion, receiving many honors, until his retirement
in 1960. In 1944 Dr. Martin was the recipient of the
honorary degree of Doctor of Science from his
Alma Mater, and a similar degree from Rutgers in
1958. In 1954 he was awarded the Gold Medallion
for distinguished service to New Jersey Agricul
ture by the New Jersey Agricultural Society. Dr.
Martin was a nationally recognized plant patholo
gist. Upon his retirement in 1960, individuals and
organizations in New Jersey were moving to estab
lish the William H. Martin Scholarship Fund
whose eventual goal was $100,000. As an under
graduate, Dr. Martin was president of the athletic
association and played varsity football for four
years He was on state championship teams in
1912 and 1913 and played in the historic scoreless
game against Yale. He was a Senior Skull. In 1918
Dr. Martin was married to Miss Eugenia Rodick
’14, of Bar Harbor, who died in 1955. In 1959 he
married Miss Elsie Stark who survives, in addition
to a brother, and three sisters. Dr. Martin was a
member of Sigma Chi Fraternity.
1917
JOSEPH LOUIS LITTLE. Joseph L. Little, 67,
of Portland died suddenly at his home on January
13, 1960. A native of Clifden, Ireland, he came to
this country and graduated from Portland High
School and from the University of Maine, College
of Law. Mr. Little was an engineer with a Portland
construction company. He served for two years in
World War I, and was a charter member of the
Harold T. Andrews Post, American Legion, of
Portland. Survivors include his wife, a daughter,
a brother, four sisters and four grandchildren. Mr.
Little was a member of Theta Chi Fraternity.
GEORGE PLUMMER CREIGHTON. George P.
Creighton, 62, of Camden, died June 24, 1958, at
the U. S. Public Health Hospital, Boston, Mass.
A native of Thomaston, he was educated in the
local schools and attended the University for two
years. Mr. Creighton entered the service in 1918
and remained there until his retirement June 30,
1955, as Commander in the U. S. Coast Guard.
On his retirement he moved to Camden. Survivors
include his wife, three sons—James E. ’46, Norwalk,
Conn., and a brother, Maynard J. ’15, of Sarasota,
Florida. Mr. Creighton was a member of Phi Gam
ma Delta Fraternity.
1919
HARRY ALLEN ALWARD. Harry A. Alward,
66, died of a heart attack January 21, 1962, at
Stoneham, Mass. A native of Houlton, Mr. Alward
entered the University in 1915 and was one of the
first students from the University to enter the ser
vice in 1917. He joined the famed 55th Coast Artil
lery and saw action in the battles of the Marne and
the Argonne. He received the Purple Heart Medal.
Following the war he returned to his studies at
Maine. Mr. Alward was employed by the Boston
Gas Co., for nearly 40 years until the time of his
death, as assistant Purchasing Agent. Mr. Alward
was active in Stoneham Post American Legion and
was quartermaster of Stoneham’s Barrack World
War I Veterans, since its inception. Survivors in
clude his wife, two sons, two brothers, and 10
grandchildren. Mr. Alward was a member of
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.

1922
HELEN FURBISH STREETER. Mrs. Leon
Streeter, 62, died December 29, 1961, at a Portland
hospital after a long illness. A native of Brunswick,
Mrs. Streeter graduated from Brunswick High
School before attending the University. She went
on to graduate from Ithaca College, Ithaca, N. Y.,
in 1934. She also did work at the University of
Buffalo, the Speech Clinic of Dr. Frederick Martin,
at Ithaca, and the St. Marys School for the Deaf
at Buffalo. Mrs. Streeter taught in the Maine
School for the Deaf from 1936 to 1945, and then
became speech consultant for the Services for
Crippled Children, Bureau of Health, State De
partment of Health and Welfare. She was the State’s
first speech therapist. Mrs. Streeter was a member
of the Portland Altrusa Club, Portland College
Club, and the State Street Congregational Church.
Survivors include two daughters and three grand
children. Mr. Streeter, who received a master’s de
gree in 1923, passed away in 1932. Mrs. Streeter
was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
MABEL SMALL CRESPI. Mrs. P. Leo Crespi,
63, of Portland, died February 1, 1962, at a Port
land hospital after a long illness. A native of Mil
bridge, Mrs. Crespi graduated from Washington
State Normal School of Machias, the University
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of Maine, and did graduate work at Yale Univer
sity. She was a high school teacher at Milbridge,
Camden, and at Madison, Conn., where she was
head of the English and Drama Departments For
several years she owned and operated the Small
Realty Co., of Portland, as a real estate broker.
Mrs. Crespi was a member of O E S of Milbridge.
She is survived by her husband and a son.
1925
SAMUEL RALPH POLAKEWICH. Samuel R.
Polakewich, 57, of Milo, died December 28, 1961,
at a Bangor hospital. A native of Biddeford, he at
tended local schools and was a member of the
class of 1925 at the University for two years. For
many years Mr. Polakewich was a prominent dry
goods merchant in Milo. He was a charter member
of the Lincoln-Milo Lions Club, and a Key Mem
ber of Lions International; a member of Masonic
Lodge Mt. Horeb No. 93, and a life member of
Anah Temple, Order of the Mystic Shrine. He was
also active in the town’s civic activities. Survivors
include his wife, a daughter, a son. five sisters, a
brother, and five grandchildren. Mr. Polakewich
was a member of Phi Epsilon Pi Fraternity.
1926
KENNETH ETHELBERT McFADDEN. Ken
neth E. McFadden, 57, of Middletown, Conn., died
January 9, 1962. A native of Wiscassett, Mr. Mc
Fadden graduated from the local schools before
entering the University to graduate from the Col
lege of Agriculture, with a major in Forestry. He
attended Columbia University Teachers College
1928-29. Mr. McFadden was employed by the
United States Department of Agriculture as Ass’t.
Slate Leader on Dutch Elm disease eradication. At
the time of his death Mr. McFadden was manager
of Tree Preservation Co., Inc., of Elmsford, N. Y.
Survivors include his wife, a son, and a daughter.
Mr. McFadden was a member of Alpha Gamma
Rho Fraternity.
ANDREW JORDAN SMALL. Andrew J. Small,
58, died December 30, 1961, at his home in Melvinville, Michigan. A native of Portland, he at
tended the local schools and graduated from South
Portland High School before entering the University
in the School of Education. He had been a resident
of Michigan for the past 15 years Mr. Small had
been a manager of W. T. Grant Stores, and more
recently worked at advertising for the Chrysler
Corporation. Survivors include his wife, a son, a
daughter, a sister, and four brothers. Mr Small
was a member of Sigma Chi Fraternity.
1929
ALFRED JOSEPH LEE. Alfred J. Lee. 52, died
February 4, 1962, in Los Angeles, Cal., where he
had made his home for the past ten years. A native
of Portage, he attended schools at Caribou and
came to the University for three years. Mr. Lee
was regional manager for the F I F Associates,
Inc., of Los Angeles. Mr. Lee served in the In
fantry in World War II, entering as a private and
leaving as a major. Survivors include his mother
and four brothers. Mr. Lee was a member of Phi
Gamma Delta Fraternity.
EDWARD GILMAN KELLEY. Edward G. Kel
ley, 54, of North Wales, Penn., died February 2,
1962, at a hospital in Lansdale, Penn., after a four
month illness. A native of Brewer, Mr. Kelley grad
uated from Orono High School, the University of
Maine, and received an M S. in 1930 from New
York University, and a Ph.D in 1933 from Colum
bia University Medical School. Until his death Dr.
Kelley had been a research chemist with the United
States Department of Agriculture, in charge of
Vegetable research, at Chestnut Hill, Penn. Sur
vivors include his wife Phyllis (Harding) ’33, a son.
and a brother, Irving B. ’26, of Auburndale, Mass.
Mr. Kelley was the son of the late Edward H.
Kelley ’90, for over 16 years comptroller at the
University.
1930
DR. WILLIAM ADRAIN CASSIDY. Dr. Wil
liam A. Cassidy, 56, of San Martin, Calif., died
unexpectedly January 13, 1962, at San Francisco.
A native of Bangor, Dr. Cassidy graduated from
the Bangor schools, the University of Maine, and
received his M.D. from the University of Maryland.
For 15 years Dr. Cassidy was associated with the
Veteran’s Administration hospitals as a specialist in
chest diseases, and at one time was superintendent
and chief medical officer at the Salinas County
Hospital, Salinas, Calif. During World War II Dr.
Cassidy was a Major in the Army Medical Corps,
and was discharged as a Lt. Colonel. At the time
of his death Dr. Cassidy was engaged in private
practice at Gilroy, Calif. Survivors include his wife,
four sons, a daughter, two grandchildren, and two
sisters—M. Eileen ’39, of Bangor, Associate Pro
fessor of Physical Education, U. of M., and Mrs.
David (Rita) Adams, Bellevue, Neb. Dr. Cassidy
was a member of Phi Kappa Fraternity.
1931
ANTONIO LA PLANTE. Antonio La Plante, of
York, died October 25, 1961, shortly before his

54th birthday. A native of York Village, Mr. La
Plante attended York schools before entering the
University to graduate in Mechanical Engineering.
At twenty-seven years of age he was elected Chief
of the York Village Volunteer Fire Dept., and was
believed to be the youngest fire chief in the State
Mr. La Plante had been employed in Sommersworth,
N. H. In college Mr La Plante was active in track
and basketball. Mr. La Plante was a member of
Phi Kappa Fraternity.
1933
LT. COL. ROBERT LINCOLN CLIFFORD. Lt.
Col. (U. S. Air Force retired) Robert L. Clifford,
50, died February 1, 1962, at the Veteran’s Hospital,
Togus, after a long illness. A native of Pittsfield,
he graduated from Sangerville High School, and
from the University with a B S. in Civil Engineer
ing. Col. Clifford worked for the State Highway
Commission prior to entering the U S. Army Corps
of Engineers in 1940. In 1947 he accepted a com
mission in the U. S. Air Force. He was awarded
campaign medals for the American, Asiatic, Pacific,
European, African, and Middle East lours of duly
He also was awarded a World War II Victory
Medal, Occupational Medal in Germany, National
Defense Service Medal, and the bronze star with
oak leaf cluster. He was at staff college and served
at the Pentagon for three and one-half years. He
was stationed in Alaska prior to returning to the
States due to illness. Col. Clifford was a descendant
of President John Adams. Survivors include his
wife, one daughter, four sons—one of whom is
Donald Robert ’60, U. S. Army stationed in Ger
many, one sister, and two brothers—Ralph ’38 of
Orono, and Frank A. ’43, of Sauquoit, N. Y. Col.
Clifford was a member of Phi Eta Kappa Fraternity.
1934
RUTH WALENTA HODGKIN. Mrs. John P.
Hodgkin, 52, of Southampton, Penn., died De
cember 25, 1961, after a long illness. A native of
Philadelphia, Penn., she attended Oak Grove Semi
nary, Vassalboro, Deering High School, Colorado
Springs High School, and graduated from Erskine
Academy, South China. Mrs. Hodgkin graduated
from the University, with highest distinction, with
a B.A. degree in Chemistry. Mrs. Hodgkin had re
cently been enrolled at Drexel Institute for library
training, and was a children’s librarian at South
ampton. Survivors include her husband, a son, a
daughter, and her mother, Mrs. Madeleine Walenta,
who for several years was a House Director at
Balentine Hall. Mrs. Hodgkin was a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
1935
ALFRED WALLACE FULLER. Alfred W. Ful
ler, 48, of Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., died November 15,
1961, in that city. A native of Mainstream, Mr.
Fuller graduated from Maine Central Institute.
Pittsfield, and served for four years in the Navy
in World War II with the rank of Lieutenant Com
mander. Mr. Fuller was employed as a safety En
gineer with Marsh and McLennan, Inc., New York
City. Survivors include his wife, a brother, and a
sister. Mr. Fuller was a member of Kappa Sigma
Fraternity.
1936
LEWIS JOSEPH MANN. Lewis J. Mann, 47, of
Portland, died at the Maine Medical Center in that
city, on December 28, 1961. A native of West Paris.
Mr Mann was a graduate of the local schools and
Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield He attended the
University for two years and Bryant Stratton Busi
ness College in Boston. For the past ten years Mr.
Mann had been a resident of Portland Survivors
include his wife, his step-mother, three daughters,
two sisters, and two step-sisters. Mr. Mann's father
was the late Edwin J. Mann ’00.
1937
MANLEY JAMES SPROUL. M. James Sproul,
46, of Dennis, Mass., died suddenly February 2,
1962, while on vacation in Miami, Fla. A native of
Windsor, Mr. Sproul graduated from Cony High
School, Augusta, and attended the University for
one year, going on to Northeastern Law School
in Boston. He was a World War II Naval veteran.
Mr. Sproul belonged to many organizations includ
ing Mt. Horeb Lodge A.F. and A.M. of West Har
wich, The Massachusetts Consistory Club, the
Aleppo Temple of Boston, and the Epac Grotto of
Hyannis, and the Supreme Council 33d degree. He
was a past president of the Harwich-Dennis Rotary
Club. Survivors include his wife, a son, a daughter,
and a brother. Mr. Sproul was a life member of
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity.
1939
DOROTHY LORD CRAIG. Miss Dorothy Lord
Craig, 41, of Fryeburg, died April 24, 1960, at a
hospital in North Conway, N. H. A native of Wal
pole, N. H., Miss Craig's family moved to Fryeburg,
and she graduated from Fryeburg Academy. She
attended the University for one year and transferred
to Mt. Holyoke College to earn her M.A. in So
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ciology. Over the years she worked for the N L R B
in Washington, D. C., Philadelphia, and St. Louis.
Later she was employed by the Farrington Corp.,
of Boston. At the time of her death she had been
employed by the New Hampshire State Depart
ment of Health and Welfare. Survivors include her
mother, one brother, and a half brother, Joseph M.
Thompson, ’29, of Aiken, S. C.
1941
LYMAN LOCKE LORD. Lyman L. Lord, 45, of
Charleston, died suddenly December 30, 1961. A
native of Charleston, Mr. Lord graduated from
Higgins Classical Institute. He was active in Boy
Scout work, and at the time of his death, was scout
master of local troop 114. He had been a rural
mail carrier and was employed the past 10 years
by Fayscott Landis Machine Corporation at Dexter.
He was a member of the Grange and of the Masons.
Survivors include his wife, three sons, one daugh
ter, his mother, and two brothers.
1948
FREDERICK GROVER ROBBINS. JR. Fred
erick G. Robbins, Jr., 49, died June 19, 1961, at
Tuscola, Ill. A native of Millinocket, he gradu
ated from Bangor High School, and attended Beals
Business College and Bangor School of Commerce.
Mr. Robbins also attended Husson College, Colby
College, the University of Nevada, and obtained
his B.S degree in Commercial Education from the
University of Maine. He had been a teacher at
Grindstone and at Bridgewater Academy, in Maine,
and was a teacher of Mathematics at Austin, Ne
vada. Survivors include two sisters, and an uncle,
John L. Robbins ’03, of LaGrange.
1950
EDWARD CHARLES PENNIMAN III. Edward
C. Penniman III, 38, died at his home December
3, 1961, in Thetford, Vt., after a long illness. A
native of Providence, R. I., he came to Maine
and graduated from the School of Forestry. He
was employed by the U. S Conservation Service,
later by Socony Vacuum, East Pipe Line, New
Jersey, and at the time of his death by the Vermont
State Highway Dept., as an engineer He served in
World War II for three years. Survivors include his
father, a sister, and several nieces and nephews.
CARLINE BARBARA RICHARDS Miss Car
line B. Richards, 32, of Van Buren, died June 26.
1961, at her home after a long illness A native of
Van Buren, she attended the University for three
years, leaving because of ill health Survivors in
clude her father, Carl A. ’19, her mother and a
brother.
1955
JOAN REYNOLDS STEARNS. Mrs. Dale W.
Stearns, 28, of Canton, Mass., died suddenly Janu
ary 3, 1962. A native of Burnham, she attended
local schools and graduated from Maine Classical
Institute in Pittsfield. She left the University in
1955 because of illness. Mrs. Stearns was active in
Maine Masque all four years. She was a member of
the Chemistry Club and the Maine Outing Club.
Survivors include her husband, Dale W. ’56, four
daughters and a son, her parents, a brother, Ronello
W. ’59, of Burnham, and two sisters.

SENIOR ALUMNI
Annual Reunion—June 8-9-10, 1962
Senior Alumni will want to look into the front
of this Alumnus to read the story about the Senior
Alumni and your very fine annual scholarship pro
gram
A note from Gustavus Atwood tells us
he will be 91 years old on March 11. He
is retired and lives at 200 Bay Street, Taunton,
Mass.
60th Reunion—June 8-9-10, 1962
Mrs. Karla A. Kent became Mrs. Fred
L. Martin on Dec. 12, 1961, at the home
of Mr Martin’s brother, George ’12, in Mill Valley,
Calif. The Fred Martins will be at home after June
at 2706 33rd Ave , South, Seattle, Wash. Mr. Martin writes that they will be in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
in March and in Connecticut in April and May,
before going to Seattle.

1895
1901

Chadbourne Hall will be the dormitory

1902 headquarters for the ’02ers on June
8, 9, and 10 when we celebrate our 60th Class Re
union Much of our activity will be held at the Me
morial Union Building, the student center, but we
can spend as much time as we desire in Chadbourne.
There will be a room on first floor for us to gath
er and visit We plan to have some ’02 displays—
the ’02 Prism, the 1902 Class History and some
photos of interest. Plan to be with your fellow ’02
Classmates in June on campus.

Mr. Harvey D. Whitney

698 Minot Ave., Auburn
1903
I received 11 cards of ,holiday greetings

from
members of the class. I was very pleased to get
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them, but was sorry they had so little to say about
themselves. I received answers from the following
members:
“Si” Small of St. Petersburg, Fla., who promised
to send news later; Henry Haines, Skowhegan; Guy
O. Small, Kennebunkport; Archie Benner, Waldo
boro, who is looking forward to ’63, our 60th Re
union; M. C. Wiley, Route 1 Box 206, Hampshire,
Ill.; H. V. (Shine) Sheahan, 47 Prospect St., Som
ersworth, N. H.; Ernest A. Porter, 74 Perry St.,
Brookline 46, Mass.; Mrs. J. W. Crowe, (Edie
Gammon), 708 No. 20th St, Boise, Idaho; J. L. Rob
bins, Lagrange, who would like to hear from some
of the classmates; Paul D. Simpson, Seal Harbor.
Paul wrote a fine card with a picture of the Maine
coast; he is looking forward to 1963. The same goes
for Ernest Porter.
I might add that I made a visit to George Free
man of Gray. He had a surgical at the Maine Medi
cal Center, Portland, and is feeling fine.

Mr. Henry W. Bearce
1301 West Fairbanks Ave.,
Winter Park, Fla.
The Henry Bearces are in Winter Park, Fla., for
the winter. Having a fine winter; many Maine peo
ple in this part of Florida.
A note from Guy Bennett states that both he and
Mrs. Bennett are well, and he is still working but
not too strenuously for his 78 years
We attended the January luncheon meeting of the
St. Petersburg Alumni and met many old friends.
See Allen Knowles ’04 frequently here in Winter
Park.
Fred Simmons of 12 Glenridge Pkway, Montclair,
N. J , recently sent along very nice comments about
the November issue of the Alumnus. He was im
pressed with the coverage of “Students” in that
issue.
Editor’s Note: A snapshot received at this office
shows Mr. Barce at the Norway Country Club
after making a “hole in one” August 31, 1961, and
this notation: “In the ‘battle for the belt’ with Dan
Chase ’08, a contest that has been running continu
ously for 37 years! Incidentally, Henry won the belt
for the season of 1961.”

1906

Can’t find your Class column? There’s
a reason. See Page 21.

1907 Mr. Karl MacDonald
27 Nelson Ave., Wellsville, N. Y.
55th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Bennett R. Connell and wife, 38 Washington Rd.,
Scotia 2, N Y , left shortly after Christmas to spend
the winter at 532 2nd St., North, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Alton A. Austin, 207 Main St., Mexico, said he
had his usual good time in his garden last summer.
For the first time he raised potatoes and had nearly
three bushels which would last all winter. He hoped
to be in good enough health to shovel snow this
winter.
E Roy Monroe, 40 Stone St., Portland, one of
our three remaining law classmates, visited his
brother-in-law in Richmond over Thanksgiving.
Fred L. Cobb, 128 Rochester Rd., Marion, Mass.,
says he is feeling well for his age. He still has a
small card and stationery store for something to do
but can leave for a couple of months or a trip to
Florida. Says he will see about coming to our 55th
Reunion next June.
Frank E. Maddocks, 351 Harrison Ave., Greens
burg, Pa., said their activities had been cut to a
minimum. His wife fell the latter part of January,
1961, and broke her hip. He is hopeful that she
will be able to use her leg by now.. . . Perhaps, if
it is OK, he can visit his boyhood home and come
to the 55th Reunion9
A Christmas card from Erwin H. Hussey, 18 Ca
mellia Dr., Ormond Beach Fla., which says; “We
are both getting older fast but are still a kicking.”
Arthur R. Lord, 127th St. & 98th Ave., Palos
Park, Ill., was very unhappy to hear of the death
of Bill Alexander as he was his roommate in 1903
and he thought of Bill as his closest friend. Arthur
said he may be headed for a brief hospital stay.
Leroy F. Whipple, 1501 28th Ave., North, St.
Petersburg, Fla., said he and wife go up to R. I.
and Mass , every summer. Suggest that he and Harry
Eveleth could get together and attend our 55th
Reunion even tho it be a little early in the season.
It will probably be the last time they will be able
to meet a group of '07ers.
Your secretary has cancelled his agreement to do
consulting work as he thought that a man 80 years
old should not be driving around the country. He
recently sent in to Power magazine an article on
an improved butterfly valve, which as a usual thing,
will be published in a year or so.
Miss Mollison has just sent me a list of the names
of those that receive the Alumnus and I find Gordon
L. Wildes’ address is now 21 Barlow Road, c/o Col.

G. W. Wildes, Fairfax, Va. He is evidently visiting
or staying with his son. “Stub” enjoys reading the
personals about his classmates but never sends in
one about himself.
Wilbury O. Hutchins quit work at the end of
1961. His new address is Eastland Hotel, 157 High
St., Portland. I asked him in regard to Terchak Bye,
from whom I have not heard for over four years,
and he says; “I haven’t seen him for some time, but
I think he is still living.”

1909 Mr. Fred D. Knight

9 Westmoreland Drive,
W. Hartford 17, Conn.
Again I must commend here the grand job “Putt”
Bruce has done, and is doing, in establishing the
whereabouts of our missing classmates. As one
should expect, several have passed on, but several
others have been located—and this only by “Putt’s”
persistent quest There is not space to recount all his
sleuthing but here is one interesting result. All who
read this will, I am sure, recall an intrepid fellow
who was with us as freshmen and sophomores. Do
you remember how Ray Bibber was always available
when there was a job to be done involving the hon
or or prestige of our class—painting a big ’09 on
the town standpipe, class scraps, and other matters
that then seemed important; and the scare he gave
the sophomore group that threw Ray into the Still
water, and how he disappeared until they were
chilled with fright that they had drowned him, and
their mingled relief and anger when he shouted back
to them his appraisal of them, singly and collective
ly, from some place down stream? Well, Ray did
disappear from all the old scenes and from the ken
of his old friends for something like 55 years. Now
we know that he is a progressive and successful
business man in Salado, Tex. He is vice president
and general manager of the historic Stage Coach Inn
located on the famous Old Chisholm Trail on one
side, and a new super-highway, Route 81, on the
other, about one hour north of Austin. Stage Coach
Inn has expanded under Ray’s direction to a size
able motor hotel, a country club, and other attrac
tions I quote from an article in the Dallas News;
“Under the direction of ‘Dion’ (pen name) Van
Bibber, a gentleman of the old school with a fine
gift of phrase and courtly manner, the Inn has
earned a reputation for graciousness that will con
tinue to be its policy under the broader operation.”
Well, may we say, “We knew him when—”
Harold I. Goss, 80 years old, and in good health,
is very busy compiling material for a book com
paring the constitutions of the fifty states in our
nation. It would seem to most of us an enormous
task, but Horald takes it in stride, along with re
modeling his home in Gardiner and his frequent
trips to Augusta “to see if the State House is still
there.” He was Secretary of State 19 years, the long
est tenure of record. He left the office in January
1961.
Albert E. Anderson retired from the practice of
Law in Portland in 1960. He is now living at 106
Dexter St., Malden, Mass. He writes, “I miss my
old associates and the friendship of my old pals.”
Joe and Margaret Gerrity are rejoicing in the
birth of twin girls to son Joe, Jr., and wife in Lou
donville, N. Y. This brings the count to eleven (I
think). Congratulations!
Early in November the Knights spent a most
delightful week-end with the Gerritys at their lovely
Newton home. As we mellow with the years these
old friendships become more and more precious.
Thomas H. Greany has been located at 845 Gard
ner’s Neck Road, South Swansea, Mass.
Preston L. Corson is still to be found at R.D. 1,
Norridgewock.
The Bill Foglers are spending the winter at St.
Petersburg, Florida—863 4th Ave. North. Bill is
looking forward to the Maine Alumni luncheons.
The winter address of the Henry L. Nashes was
incorrectly given in the November Alumnus. It is
675 Avienda del Norte, Siesta Key, Sarasota, Fla.
The Nashes are greatly pleased that their son who
has been located in Omaha with the N. W. Bell
System has been transferred to New York with the
A. T. and T. Co.
Mrs. Olof Anderson (Mattie Knight) writes that
she had a mild heart attack last spring which has
imposed some limitations on her activities. She has
a long time interest in birds, so she can practice her
hobby in her own yard. She tells me that wild tur
keys have been introduced in her area (Orange,
Mass.)—interesting!
The Fred Knights expect to leave for Arizona
February 1, for two months—more or less

1911

Mr. Avery C. Hammond
P. O. Box 200, 287 Ohio St., Bangor
Everyone who writes me wants to keep the class
of 1911 together for at least five more years and to
receive letters often, and to get together again soon
to repeat the good times at the 50th. It’s O. K. with
me and the sooner and oftener the better.
Bruce and Jerry Bearce have taken the Rotterdam
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church fairs. A member of the Murray Alliance
of the Winthrop Street Universalist Church, Au
gusta, she was pictured in a local paper at a com
mittee meeting.
Sen. Earle M. Hillman of Bangor has joined
William R. Smith, Inc., Realtor Brokers. Senator
Hillman is currently president of the Maine Senate.
Harry Cohen has retired and resides at 1020
6th St., Santa Monica, Calif. Harry, and his late
brother, Phil, were with our class for one and
two years, respectively.
Doris Dow (Mrs. Harland) Ladd, of Hallowell,
is acting State Home Demonstration Agent Leader
for Maine’s Agricultural Extension Service, while
Connie Cooper ’46 is working on her Ph.D. at the
University of Chicago. Doris is co-chairman on a
committee for the Crafts Show to be held in April
during Farm and Home Week at the University.
Doris is regularly employed as Ass’t Home Dem
onstration Agent in Waldo and Kennebec counties.
Walter Littlefield writes, “I am still sitting out
this first year of retirement trying to catch up on
a number of things which need to be done to my
houses and cottage. Walter lives at 279 Pleasant
St., Marblehead, Mass.
Mansfield Packard served as chairman of the
General Alumni Association’s Telefund drive in
the Waterville Area. Claude Tozier was the chair
man in the Portland area.
Bob Haskell was named vice president of the
Merchants National Bank, of Bangor, at the 111th
annual meeting of that institution. Bob was also
reelected a director of the bank.
Linwood (Zeke) Dwelley, who retired last year
after 30 years of guiding the ELHS skiers, enter
tained the Stanton Bird Club at their 43rd An
niversary meeting, at Auburn. Zeke is staff skipper
of the St. Croix Voyageurs. His topic—Canoe Trips
in the Allagash Region.
“Pet” Thornton was one of two persons honored
with a Community Service Citation at the annual
meeting of the Limestone Chamber of Commerce

The University
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at Loring Air Force Base Officers Club.. “Pet”
was honored for “his unselfish assistance in vol
untary projects which benefit the community.”
Mrs. Edgar Bogan
(Sally Palmer)
70 Forest Avenue, Orono
35th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
A card from Jay and Danny Webster gives them
a new address—Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth.
Their new home is right on the water. I am sure
you can have salt water fishing without leaving
their front porch. To quote them “it is a crazy
house and we love it.” It looked like mighty good
living in the picture and I am anxious to see them
and it.
Eddie Johnson, state horticulturist, is on a
committee arranging a craft show for the 1962
Farm and Home Week program. He also has an
eye on India these spring months as their daughter,
Sara Lou, is in the Masque group representing the
University in India. The group left January 31st
and is due back on campus by May.
Edith (O’Connor) Thaxter recently presented a
program on flower arranging at a meeting of the
Mrs. Maine Club held on campus.
John Mahoney received a formal commendation
from the Worcester Taxpayers Assoc at its recent
annual meeting. The commendation is in recogni
tion of John’s 30th successive year as the associa
tion’s executive director.
Leigh Plaisted who has served as herdsman in
the department of animal science at the University
for the past 35 years has resigned to accept the
position of farm supervisor for the Maine State
Prison farm at Thomaston. More than 35 friends
and associates attended a dinner in his honor at
the Oronoka and presented him with a University
chair and a gift of money. Good luck to you,
Leigh, in your new position. We will miss you on
the Maine campus.
Dr. Ernest A. Elliott, a Portland dentist, has
1927

Maine

been elected to the board of directors of the Deer
ing Savings and Loan Association.
Elwin B. Hodgins has been appointed assistant
maintenance engineer of New Hampshire Public
Works and Highways Department. He has served
the state highway since 1933 and has been division
engineer since 1940.
This is almost my swan song. No more than one
column to go at most. In case this is the last it
has been fun and good luck to my successor. Be
kind to whomever it may be and send some news.
Remember reunion in June—how about it, Prexy,
are you making plans?

1929 Mrs. Matthew E. Highlands

(Ramona Poley)
111 Forest Avenue, Orono
Your reporter has just returned from two lovely,
sunny weeks in Florida, a few days in Miami
where husband Matthew attended meetings and
then to Key West for a vacation.
I was able to find only three sons and daughters
of ’29 in the freshman class at Maine this year.
They are: Elaine Dunn, daughter of Roger C.
Dunn of East Brownfield, Helen Downing, daugh
ter of Kenneth Downing of Bangor, and Alan
McClure, son of Mary Robinson McClure of
Bangor.
Shirley Berger has been made a member of the
Judiciary Committee of the Penobscot Bar Assn.
Shirley practices law in Bangor.
Josephine Hartwell, who teaches in Old Town,
is an active member of Alpha Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma. At one of their meetings this
winter she chairmanned a panel discussion on
“Helping People Live With People.”
Reginald Merrill has been president of the Brewer
Kiwanis Club this year.
We hear that Bill Chapman is a very progressive
and successful farmer in Bethel. He owns some of
Maine’s outstanding Shorthorn beef cattle and is
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chairman of the Soil Conservation and Stabiliza
tion Committee for Oxford County.
Oscar Turner of Livermore is president of the
Maine Poultry Improvement Assn, and last fall
was named EGGtober chairman for the State of
Maine. EGGtober, in case you don’t know (and I
didn’t), is a month-long campaign to promote,
publicize and merchandize Maine eggs
The Maine Indemnity Co. of Portland has been
sold to a Florida company but Al Harmon con
tinues to be president.
The address of Russell V Benner, who was
lost to the Alumni Office for a number of years,
is now 18 Tremont St., Boston, Mass., c/o Leo
Leavitt.
We learned just today of the death of Ed Kelley
On behalf of the class I extend sympathy to his
family. For details sec the necrology section.
A note from Joseph M Thompson and his wife
(Madeliene Riley ’31) says that they have been in
Aiken, S. C. (1007 Wildwood Rd.) for the past
ten years. He has been with E. I. DuPont ever
since graduation. In Aiken the company operates
the Savannah River Plant of the Atomic Energy
Commission. The Thompsons have four boys, one
girl, and three grandchildren. The three older boys
are married and through school, except for one
who is a senior at Wofford College A twin boy
and girl are still at home and in second year high
school.

1931

Mrs. Sam Sezak
(Ethel Thomas)
4 Gilbert St., Orono
Les Higgins has been appointed vice president at
Maine Fidelity Life Insurance Company in Port
land. He lives at RFD 1, Raymond. Les has a
daughter who is a junior at the University.
At a recent annual meeting of the Bangor Federa
tion of Women’s Club, Shirley Footman served on
the general committee, representing Norumbega
Club of which she is social chairman.
A recent clipping from the Monterey (Calif.)
Peninsula Herald snows “Ernie” Gatcombe, pro
fessor of the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School,
comparing notes on his recent sabbatical leave
abroad. Ernie wrote nine of fifteen chapters on a
textbook about designs of instruments or machine
designing, while on his European trip. He teaches
courses in this field at the Naval Post-graduate
school. The Gatcombes visited Paris and then made
their headquarters at Lausanne, Switzerland, where
their daughter attended school. Ernie also visited
laboratories in England, Scotland, Norway, Sweden,
Holland, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Greece,
besides those of Switzerland.
Phil Brockway recently had the honor of accept
ing for the University a replica of a submarine
from Edward Swartz, head of the electrical equip
ment section of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard at
Kittery. This was awarded in recognition of the
services of State University graduates who have be
come high-level employees of the naval base. Phil
is director of placement at the University, recently
consolidated into one office in the new College of
Education Building.
Among promotions at the First National Bank of
Portland recently was that of Richard C. Blanchard,
of Falmouth from auditor to vice president and
auditor. He is shown being congratulated by
the president, Hubert Hauck, son of former Univer
sity President, Arthur A. Hauck. Dick received his
certificate from the American Institute of Banking
in 1953 and graduated from the Rutgers School of
Banking in 1956.
Mabel Lancaster Stewart (Mrs. John) is staff in
structor for the Maine Women’s Defense Council
and is currently conducting lectures in Home Pre
paredness.
In a recent photo, George McGillicuddy is shown
greeting Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, at Houlton
prior to a Democratic meeting in his honor. George
is Houlton’s Democratic town chairman.
Paul Findlen, head of agriculture in World Trade
Ctr., U. S. Department of Agriculture in London,
has been at his home in Fort Fairfield and attended
Homecoming at the University this fall. Paul has
a son Peter who is a sophomore at Cornell Univer
sity majoring in food distribution. He returned to
London on Dec. 1.
Dr. Ermo Scott is serving as president of the
Farmington Rotary Club this year.
Joseph Bradbury is now living at 180 Washington
Pkway, Stratford, Conn.
Mason J. Stewart is now living at 6 Stewart Lane,
Wilton, Conn.
Miss Angela Miniutti
55 Ashmont St., Portland
30th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Alden F. Denaco of 42 Grant St., Bangor, has
made the news twice recently. He is the new branch
manager of the Bangor Savings Bank branch facility
that was recently opened at the Bangor Shopping
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Center. He was elected president of the Bangor
Masonic Club at the recent annual meeting. The
Denacos have a son who is a freshman at the Uni
versity.
Linwood S. Elliott, who teaches at Deering High
School, is an active member of the Great Books
Discussion Group and serves as its moderator. A
nice picture and news item on this subject appeared
in the local paper recently. Occasionally I see a
letter from Linwood in the “Voice of the People”
of the Portland Press Herald, always for a good
cause.
James Fuller, Industrial and radiological health
engineer, State Dept, of Health and Welfare, was
recently pictured in the paper, checking a fallout
filtering machine at the State House. Used filters
are sent to a Maryland laboratory for an accurate
appraisal of the radioactivity in the Augusta air.
In the rotogravure section of the Boston Sunday
Herald of Dec. 11, 1961, was a lovely picture of
Pauline McCready, Director of the Crotched Moun
tain Rehabilitation Center in New Hampshire, re
ceiving a check for the Center from the members of
the Grand Royal Arch Chapter of Massachusetts.
The members of the Masonic group visited the Cen
ter and made a tour of the buildings.
Smith C. McIntire of Perham, who claims Re
publican Congressman Clifford G. McIntire as a
brother, is considering being a candidate for the
Republican nomination for Aroostook County Com
missioner.
The Hugh Mortons continue to serve their com
munity well. Recently, Hugh’s wife was elected
vice president of the Board of Directors of the
brand new (30-bed) Westbrook Community Hos
pital. The next week, Hugh was elected to serve as
one of four vice presidents of the Pine Tree Council,
Boy Scouts of America. How interesting to have
two V. P’s under the same roof
Rev. Francis G. Ricker, S.T D., present minister
of the Unitarian Church, Honolulu, Hawaii, has
been selected as the first minister of the Unitarian
Universalist Church of Medford, Mass., effective
February. Three Medford churches—The First Par
ish (Unitarian), the First Universalist, and the
Hillside Universalist Church—were consolidated
into one congregation last April.
The Alumni Office reports the following new ad
dresses: Mr John G McGowan, 17 Ernest Rd.,
Belmont, Mass.; and Mr Richard L. Mekeel, 51
Pearl St, Nelsonville, N. Y.
Don’t forget to reserve June 8-10 of 1962 for our
30th at Orono. President Paul G. Butler, 17 Young
St., Bangor, is already very busy making plans for
a gala affair. To assist him are the following Re
union Committee members Win Libby, Molly
(Rubin) Stern, Al Gerry and wife Mary (Bean)
Gerry. Yours truly, as class secretary, will attempt
to be a part of this committee, by remote control.
So if any of you want to make any special com
ments or suggestions about the Reunion, I’m sure
that Paul or any of the members of his committee
will be glad to hear from you Also, do send news
of you and yours.

Can’t find your Class column? There’s
a reason. See Page 21.

193 3 Mrs. Robert Pendleton
(Betty Barrows)
Island Falls
Charles D. Brown, Raymond, president, Dielectric
Products Engineering Co., was one of seventeen
Maine businessmen to be included in “World Who’s
Who in Commerce and Industry.”
Philip Havey has been appointed superintendent
of home office engineering for the Hartford Acci
dent and Indemnity Co. Phil has been with the
company since 1936. He is a registered professional
engineer and land surveyor in Connecticut and a
member of the American Society of Safety Engi
neers, the Connecticut Safety Society and the
Wethersfield Safety Committee. He is married and
the Haveys have four children. He lives at 31 Fair
mont St., Wethersfield, Conn.
Richard L. Johnson has been promoted to de
velopment engineer at the IBM Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Data Systems Division Development Laboratories.
He and his family live at 17 Woodward Road,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Stephen Barry is plant engineer at the Bucksport
mill of St. Regis Paper Co. Those of you who are
in the pulp and paper business will be interested in
the plant changes which have been accomplished
under Steve The number four supercalender build
ing and installation of associated equipment, 1st and
2nd stage groundwood bleach plants, rebuild of
No. 1 paper machine and the construction of a new
coating preparation building.
Bruce Ashworth has been named manager,
casualty underwriting department, at the Hartford
office of the Travelers Insurance Co. (Bob and I

enjoyed seeing you and Claire last June. Let’s hope
we will meet again soon.)
Last spring Clarence Berger was honored as
“Man of the Year” by the New England Alumni
Club of his fraternity, Tau Epsilon Phi. It is inter
esting to learn that Clarence has been a key figure
in the administration at Brandeis since its founding.
He is now Dean of Planning and Developments at
the University.
Ted Prescott is now director of State Farm Paper
Advertising Bureau, 20 No. Wacker Dr., Chicago 6,
Ill.
The engagement of Miss Bonnie Flagg of Veazie
to Roderic James McClure, son of Jim and Mary
(Robinson) McClure, has been announced recently
by her parents Mr. and Mrs. Guy Flagg.
John and Fern (Allen ’34) Turbyne have an
nounced the engagement of their daughter Marjorie
to James Robinson of Durham, N. H. Marjorie is
a senior in the music education curriculum at the
University of New Hampshire. A cellist, she has
studied with Max Cimbollek, Luca DiCecco and is
currently with Raymond Hoffman. Mr. Robinson
teaches music in the Newport, N. H. school system.
Marguerite Littlefield Hurd and her husband have
moved to Searsport. Sorry that I have been so slow
in reporting the news of your change of address,
Peg.
Karl Hendrickson lives at 18 Casco Street, Port
land. I wish that I had more news of him. Perhaps
I shall hear from him.
Please correct me, Art Forrestall, if I am wrong
but somehow I seem to think I heard that a hobby
of yours was research on early history of Portland.
When I read in the paper that you had spoken to
a group on “The Great Portland Fire,” I felt that
my idea of your hobby must be right.
Clarence D. Smith of 104 First Rangeway, Water
ville, has been active in the Northern Kennebec
alumni group. His son Earl ’62 is the editor of the
student newspaper, The Campus. (Editor’s Note:
and Earl is doing an outstanding job.)
Clipping service made most of the column pos
sible this time. Will 1933 be included in the June
issue9 That depends upon you, dear classmates.
Miss Isabel Freeman

23 Beliveau Drive, Lynn, Mass.
1935
Dr. Gerald H. Leavitt of Millinocket was newly
elected to the board of directors of the Maine
Optometric Assoc, at the annual meeting held at
the Mt. Kineo Hotel on June 29, 1961.
Henry W. Fales was appointed recently to the
newly created position of operating vice president
of the St. Croix Paper Co. He will be in overall
charge of all the company’s activities in the St.
Croix River Valley. Henry is a director of the
National Safety Council, secretary and director of
the U. of M. Pulp and Paper Foundation, a di
rector of the Maine State Chamber of Commerce,
a member and former chairman of the Baileyville
(Woodland) Town Council, and a director of the
Calais Regional Hosp. He and his wife, with their
two children live in Woodland.
A. Hamilton Boothby, the former principal of
Rockland High School took part in the Institute
for Science at Colby College this past summer.
His address is Anson, Box 192. He is superintendent
of schools in the Anson area.
Thomas W. Churchill has been appointed acting
postmaster at Kezar Falls. He assumed the position
after having served as postal clerk for nearly 21
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pressy of 460 Union St.,
Bangor, recently celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary at a surprise party given in their
honor. Christine, a daughter, poured, while her
sister Theresa assisted in serving.
Carl Honor has been promoted to the newly
created position of group secretary of the Union
Mutual Life Ins. Co. He is former director of
Pride’s Corner Kiwanis Club, a committee member
of the Lyman P.T.A. and active in local Boy
Scout activities. Carl and Marjorie (Church) have
two children, and live at 38 Libby St., Portland.
Shirley (Hatch) Griffin received her degree of
Master of Education from Fitchburg State Col
lege in June. Shirley has been active in civic af
fairs, including serving on the School Committee,
acting as secretary to the School Building Com., a
Girl Scout leader, and works regularly in the Red
Cross Blood Bank program
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Pratt of Rumford sailed on
the S. S. Queen Bermuda recently on a cruise to
Bermuda.
Alvah Potter, professional service representative
for Smith, Kline, and French Laboratories, ad
dressed the Beverly, Mass. Kiwanis club recently
on the advances of medical science which have
increased a person’s life span by ten years. He
lives at 4 Cabot Rd., Danvers, Mass.
John Getchell, associate professor of food sci-
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ence, was pictured in the Bangor News, featuring
“theatrical lobsters to be used as props in Eugene
O’Neill’s play “Ah, Wilderness!” to be produced
by the Maine Masque on their India-Pakistan tour
which began Feb. 1. The lobsters were heavily
salted, dried then touched up with red lacquer,
then covered with clear lacquer to help prevent
breakage on the trip.
Changes of address: Mrs. Mary (Pray) Frey, 71
Brunswick Ave., Gardiner; Thomas Aceto, 89
Anderston St., Portland 3; Charles Bicknell II,
503 Main St., Rockland; Oscar Fellows, P. O.
Box 326, Bangor; Harold Nelson, P. O. Box 1420,
Portland; and Lt. Col. Francis Morang, 15 Wesleyn St., Shrewsbury, Mass
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Edwin H. Bates

8 College Hgts., Orono
25th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Mark it on your calendar right now. Our 25th
reunion dinner will be held at the Penobscot Val
ley Country Club on Friday evening, June 8.
Working on the plans are local class members,
namely, Alice Stewart, Henry Woodbury, Harold
Young, Ed Merrill and myself.
Word from the following already is evidence of
a good turnout. They’ll come: Dick Braley, Tom
Houghton, Bob Hawkes, Lib Hoyt, Don Kilgour,
Elmer Crowley, Les Smith, Barb Raymond, Alan
Duff, Ruby Elliott, and Audrey Thibodeau.
Audrey also reports that Mabelle and Roger
Smith, Lib Underwood, and others from whom she
has heard are planning to attend.
The Class Gift Committee, Win Adams, Bob
Laverty and Harold Young remind us that the
time is creeping up on us to ante up—several have
contributed recently—about 30 class members in
all to date. You’ll hear more soon about class gift
plans.
Names in the News:
Gus McLaughlin served as Merrimack County
heart fund drive chairman.
Alice Stewart is doing a study of the New Eng
land-Atlantic Provinces-Quebec area under the Coe
Research Fund.
Bob Ohler is president of the Maine Heart As
sociation.
Jerome Emerson has been elected to the board
of directors of the American Farm Bureau Federa
tion.

Dick Berry has been named a member of a
special committee to study the Casco Bay trans
portation problem.
Tim Thompson was recently appointed head of
Maine Farmers’ Exchange seed potatoes depart
ment.
Send us news—especially the news that you 11
be here for our 25th Reunion.

1

Mrs. Linwood R, Card
(Charlotte Hennessy)
41 True St. Portland
Had a nice letter from Anne (Anderson) Clapper
with a “Howdy” to the class of ’39 from the West.
Anne says, “It would seem with all the millions of
visitors going to Hoover Dam, not to mention
those attracted to the Las Vegas diversions, some
one from our class should be going by my house.
Needless to say I’d be happy to extend hospitality
to a fellow classmate.” So if you are headed west
the Clappers, including three children, live at: 1516
New Mexico Street, Boulder City, Nevada. Anne
is President of Boulder City branch of A.A.U.W.
and Historian for the Nevada State Division of
A.A.U.W., is in hospital auxiliary, P.T.A and other
community activities. Her husband is research man
ager at the Henderson, Nevada, plant for American
Potash and Chemical Corp. Madge Stacy had writ
ten to Anne from Avignon, France. She and her
two sisters, Dora and Maude, were traveling in
France, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Germany and
England.
Stanley Titcomb’s new address is: 8 Hawthorne
Avenue, Port Chester, N. Y.
William A. Glover has been installed as acting
postmaster of Rockland.
Saw a good picture of Gwilym Roberts giving
ski instructions to his three daughters at Titcomb
Memorial Slope, Farmington. Gwil is a professor
at Farmington State Teachers College. Then the
next article says Meredith Ann is the name given
by Prof, and Mrs. Gwilym Roberts to their daugh
ter born Nov. 8. Don’t believe she was one of the
three in the picture!
Edward R. Ladd has been renamed vice presi
dent of the Board of Trustees of the Knox Hos
pital.
Albert H. Freedman who is a prominent business
and civic leader, was honored by Pine Tree Lodge,
B’nai B’rith. He received the “Man of the Year

Award” at a community dinner at the Jewish
Community Center in Bangor.
Harold Estabrook has closed out his jewelry
business in Brattleboro, Vermont, and has accepted
a position with the J. A. Merrill Company, one of
the oldest jewelry stores in Portland.
George and Jean (Grange) Sawyer have an
nounced the birth of a daughter. Sorry I haven’t
any information on the rest of the family.
See you in two months.
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Mrs. Donald G. Wilson
(“Skip” Creamer)
Timbercliff, Camden
In spite of the Christmas mail and my appeal
for a bulging mail box, most of the following items
have been furnished by the clipping service at the
Alumni Office. You just have not cooperated, class
mates. I do, however, owe thanks to a few who
took the time to send notes of interest along with
their holiday greetings.
Isabelle Garvin Maasen sent greetings from 19
Morningside Court, Pennington, N. J., where she
and Jack and family have just settled themselves
into a new split-level. Jack has accepted a position
as an appraiser with the Bureau of Public Roads
in the State of N. J. Their son David entered high
school this fall and Craig is a 6' 2" senior.
The Leon Ladds (Ruth Linnell) have bought a
house in Lunenburg, Mass. Lee is a Lt. Col. in the
Signal Corps and is stationed at Fort Devens. They
have just had the wonderful and rewarding ex
perience of touring England.
A short but welcome note from Frannie North
Waters indicates that she is still living in Ports
mouth, Va., where she sings in the choir (not
“Bob White” I’ll betcha) bowls, and lends a help
ing hand in community affairs. Her Steve is at
tending Frederick Military Academy in Portsmouth.
Diane Weatherby, daughter of Alice (Christie)
and Beverly Weatherby (’42) is a junior at Gould
Academy in Bethel. Alice and Bev own and oper
ate the well-known Weatherby Camps at Grand
Lake Stream, a fisherman’s Paradise. I know that
they are often hosts to numerous colorful people
from the sport, political and theatrical worlds.
Should be exciting. One bit of proof was a news
paper photo of Christie and Bev posing with Ted
Williams, who was a guest there last summer.
From Loomis School in Conn., Ginny and Larry

A Camping Experience for Your Boy or Girl
THE WAVUS CAMPS
On Damariscotta Lake
Jefferson, Maine

Camp Wawanock for Girls

Damariscotta Camp for Boys
Ages 6-16
Directors
Mr. and Mrs. Harold S. Westerman
Catalog Available
Address inquiries to:
Wavus Camps

P.O. Box 49
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Muzroll send word that all is well with them.
Linda is now a freshman at Windsor High. Larry
taught for five weeks in the Loomis summer school
and then the family came on to Dexter for the
month of August.
Esther Drummond Hawley, who is associated
with the Bath radio station WMMS, has been
nominated by Gov. Reed for advancement to the
chairmanship of the State Personnel Board. Esther
has been active as a Republican state committee
woman. Owen H. Smith of Presque Isle was
nominated to be a member of the University board
of trustees. Johnny Hoctor has qualified for the
Mutual Life Insurance Company’s Honor Club for
1961 and will attend the Company’s National Field
Slub Conference in Philadelphia this April. John,
commander at the Naval Reserve Training Cener in Bangor, now lives with his family at Westvood Drive, Orono, having moved there from
Dastine.
The Norwalk, Conn., Hour carried a lengthy and
nteresting article on Al Brundage. In short, it
eems that Al had made quite a name for himelf as a “caller.” In fact, the name Brundage is
practically synonymous with square-dancing, since
his brother, father and mother all have been active
in this field. Al “calls” regularly for at least five
Clubs in the Hartford area and is in constant
lemand as a guest caller. His Square Dance Vaations in Atlantic City, West Point, Pittsfield,
Mass., and elsewhere attract dancers from many
tates. Al lives at 11 Dover Rd., Westport, Conn.,
w
ith his wife, Mary, and son Barry, 10 and daugher Mary Lou, 6.

Mrs. Gilbert Y. Taverner
(Bette Barker Kilpatrick)
80 Vernon St., Brookline 46, Mass.
20th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Many interesting notes have been coming through
lue to the contacts which our class prexy Bill
rvine has been making with you in relation to
ur Class Reunion June 8-10, 1962!!
Dotty (Warren) Crane from Milbridge writes that
. is a partner in a canning firm—blueberries, sardines, pie fillings, etc. and that Sue is a sophomore
t Gould Academy while Betsy is an eighth grader.
Dot mentions that Beverly Weatherby also has a
daughter at Gould.
Beulah (Lewis) Wilson, RFD 3, Bainbridge, N. Y.,
writes that her oldest son is attending the Univerity of Buffalo (that’s Steve), and that second son,
aymond, will be ready for college next year,
eulah is working at a nearby Bendix plant.
A real long letter from Jack Spear fills in the
0 year gap since graduation with such facts as
4 years in the Coast Guard (1942-46 and 1951 to
resent). Korea, Boston, Japan, New London,
onn., Washington, D. C. and Long Beach, Calif.,
ave been home for the Spear family since 1951.
tarried to a Massachusetts girl in 1944, Jack has
our children: Steve, 16; Karin, 11; Billy, 9, and
R
obbie, 2. Jack’s current assignment is that of
orking on a special project in the field of man
w
gement improvement for the reserve program of
ie Coast Guard. Son, Steven, has some thought
f attending Maine Jack’s address: 2283 N.E. 60th
t., Seattle, Wash.
Florence (Cousins) and Art Worster have a son,
rt, who is a freshman at Ohio Wesleyan and
kes it very much. Larry is a high school freshman
hile Mary Lou is a fifth grader.
Barbara (Johnson) Tarantino, 410 Main St.,
S
outhington, Conn., offers a capsule of her 20
“ars since graduation: migrated to Connecticut,
w
orked for Vought-Sikorsky 1 1/2 years and then
S
ikorsky Aircraft 13 years. Married Nicolas Taranti
no in 1946. Robyn born in 1957 (“is being brainashed already to attend Maine in the 1970’s”),
B
arbara currently almost completed a master’s degree in elementary education at Central Connecticut State College and teaching kindergarten in
S
outhington, also serving as president of the Southington Education Association.
So many of you writing in indicate that it does
□t seem possible that 20 years have passed since
gaduation! Jim Kenny writes, “However four years
medical school, five years post graduate training,
two stints in the Army, a wife and three children
I add up to approximately 20 years” Jim is an
MD in gynecology and obstetrics with a private
rpactice in Dedham, Mass. Also is teaching in that
eld
fi at Boston University School of Medicine. The
children: Susan, 16, Jimmy, 14, Nancy, 13. Home
26 Woodleigh Rd., Dedham
Clarence Nichols has been named assistant divisi
on engineer for the Northern Division Mills of
International Paper Co. Wife Natalie (Bridgham)
f Brewer and son, Ronald, a senior in high school,
o
e the rest of the family Glens Falls, N Y , be

came headquarters for Clarence with this new job.
He had been in Livermore Falls for a number of
years.
Fred Mitchell has been named director of the
Accident and Health Department of Utica Mutual
Insurance Co. He and his wife and two daughters
are living at 11 Gridley Blvd., Sauquoit, N. Y.
The Rev. Homer S. Hughey is now serving the
Methodist church in Rockland and lives at 41
Beech St. there.
Spaulding Tukey’s picture appeared recently in
a Portland paper announcing that he has been
elected a vice president of Casco Bank and Trust
Co. In charge of the bank’s real estate and mort
gage department, he has been with Casco since
1952. Some of his extracurricular activities are member of Cape Elizabeth School Planning Committee,
Maine Charitable Mechanics Association and Cum
berland Club, deacon and treasurer of Williston
Congregational Church, and treasurer of the Maine
Association of Home Builders.
Tom Dickens is Supervisor of Maine State Parks,
with an office at the State House in Augusta. He
lives in Hallowell.
George Limberis recently brought a message to
the Penobscot Women’s Republican Club on
“Phases of Juvenile Law.” George went on to
Boston University Law School (LL.B. ’51) from
Maine and is a practicing attorney in Bangor.
June will soon be here! Got your plans made for
returning to Orono for our 20th Reunion????

Can’t find your Class column? There’s
a reason. See Page 21.
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Mrs. Donald Taverner
(Olive Rowell)
9 Chapel Rd., Orono
Notes from two Browns from both sides of the
continent start our class news off this month. From
Samuel Brown, 11604 Interlaaken Dr., Tacoma 99,
Wash., we hear that the Browns have six children,
ranging in age from 15 on down to 4. All enjoy
skiing in Washington’s beautiful mountains. Sam
is Public Relations Officer with Weyerhaeuser Co.
and helped to start an independent boys school in
Tacoma which is in its fifth year and has more than
200 students.
Now, from the other Brown, Francis, that is, we
learn that he and Elizabeth and their three children
(ages 3-6 yrs ) live at 26 South St., Calais. Francis
is an attorney in the partnership “Brown and Board
man,” and is active in many civic activities, such as
being a trustee of the Methodist Church, president
of the Calais Regional Hospital and others. Stan
Frost and Joe Young both reside in Calais and are
employed by the St. Croix Pulpwood Co. Fran sees
them often as well as seeing Joe Ingalls who is
employed by the St. Croix Paper Co. in Woodland.
Thanks to all the Browns for all the news!
A number of classmates have been newly elected
or appointed to one office or another. Here are
some of them* Vernon Elsemore was appointed
chairman of the Orono “Twins” Drive to raise
funds for the Orono Community House and the
Orono YMCA Tuesday. Verne is manager of the
men’s and family housing at the University.
Philip C. Chute continues to serve as president of
the statewide organization of hotel and motel opera
tors which recently held its 40th meeting in Bangor.
Basil Clements, Winterport poultryman, became
the fourth member of his family to be elected
president of the Waldo County Extension Associa
tion at the annual meeting in Brooks.
Lewiston attorney Edward M. Robinson has been
sworn in as hearing examiner of the Maine Liquor
Commission.
Owen Hancock, Casco, has been elected chair
man of the Democratic State Committee. He is a
former legislator.
Mrs Martha Hodgkins, Orrington, is the newly
elected president of the State School Boards Asso
ciation.
Both Edward Woodward and Ralph Johnson, Jr.,
have received promotions lately. Woodward is now
superintendent of maintenance of the WymanGordon Eastern Division, Worcester, Mass, plant.
He and wife and four children reside at RFD 1,
North Grosvenordale, Conn. Johnson has just be
come Assistant Chief Engineer of the Oxford Paper
Company (Rumford).
Don and I are among many who are pleased by
the legislature’s action on Educational Television
and are now awaiting the referendum in June. Don
has been very active in co-ordinating the effort to
bring Statewide ETV to Maine.
1945 Richard H. Danforth
6 Central St., Winthrop
Well, gang, here’s the news again from ’45, with
a big assist from Carolyn (Chaplin) Bradley in
Brewer. She’s working in the Dietary Department
1943

at the Eastern Maine General Hospital. Thanks a
million, Carolyn.
Mrs. Harriette (Daw) Cousins, of Bangor, re
cently attended the annual meeting of Region I
of the Association of Junior Leagues in Pittsfield,
Mass., as a delegate from the Bangor Junior League.
Ray A. Cook, chief of the Bureau of Elementary
Education of the State Department of Education in
Augusta, recently presented a program on compara
tive education at a meeting of Union 90 Teachers
Club at the Lowell Grange Hall. He accompanied
his talk with slides taken during his recent trip to
France and Finland on an educational survey of
schools in those countries. Ray also was dedication
speaker when the new Pittston Elementary School
was turned over to Maine School Administrative
District 11 in January at Pittston.
Bob Emerson, Chemical Engineer at the Penob
scot Chemical Fibre Co. at Great Works, recently
discussed the pulp and paper industry at a noon
meeting of the Bangor Kiwanis Club at the Ban
gor House.
Last summer, during the conference of the Maine
Teachers Assn, held at Colby College, Dr. Lincoln
Fish, of Gorham State Teachers College, chairmen
of the Commission on Teacher Education and Pro
fessional Standards, gave a talk on the proposed
changes in the certification laws.
Tip to “Green Thumbers”—Lyle Littlefield of the
University’s horticulture department has all the in
formation for rooting plants under plastic, as de
scribed in a recent Portland Sunday Telegram article
concerning home humidity chambers. Suggest you
write to Lyle, and he will pass the latest word to
you, I’m sure.
The Rev. E. Charles Dartnell of the First Metfiodist Church of Brewer recently took part in a Panel
Discussion with clergymen of all faiths at a public
meeting called for the purpose of organizing a
“Clergy Minuteman” public fallout shelter program.
Latest news from the Mortgage Trading Division:
Dr. John W. McAllister, now makes his home at
1523 Homestead Road, Verona, Pa.
Bill and Connie (Carter) Lamprell are now re
siding at 1504 Stonewood Rd., Baltimore 12, Md.
They were in Maine, at Blue Hill, during Christmas
week, and visited with Bill and Carolyn (Chaplin)
Bradley.
Elbridge Greeley is now residing in Morrill,
Maine.
Roderick Crandall has moved to 5093 Paradise
Drive, Tiburon, Calif. Herschel A. Smith has moved
from Mars Hill to Westfield, Maine. Sally (Lockett)
Taylor and family have moved to Bestview Road,
Quaker Hill, Conn.
Don and Emmy Lou (Littlefield) Danforth are
enjoying their new home in Andover, Mass. Don
travels a lot, and Emmy Lou keeps busy with
church and Scout activities.
Ada (Minot) and Fred Haggett are living in
Phippsburg. She recently wrote an historical article
for “Down East” about her own home.
As a final note (sweet) Bill (Lump-Lump) Lam
prell and Bob (Wow) Wood had a ball at the
American Field Service reunion back in Nov. 1961.
It was the 20th Anniversary of the First Sailing in
World War II of the AFS. A wonderful time was
had by all, and over 300 of the gang were back.
Well, that’s all for now. Have much more to tell
you next time. Let’s hear from all of you before
the next issue.

Mrs. Walter C. Brooks
(Peg Spaulding)
57 Leighton Street, Bangor
15th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Hope you are making Reunion plans—soon we
will be sending you our plans for a get-to-gether on
June 8 and 9.
Mrs. Robert Dinsmore (Lala Jones) Box 411,
Gorham, N. H., wrote of the arrival of Philip on
Nov. 6, 1961, and gave me an idea of the activity
of her family. Bob was in charge of the district
Boy Scout Camponer in June, he and his pals reno
vated their Outing Club ski slope (all three older
children and them ski whenever possible) and Lala
was School Board Chairman. She also directed and
had a small part in a one act play which her Wom
an’s Club drama group entered in the state drama
contest. They won second place in the comedy di
vision. She included a letter from Geraldine Small,
61 West 10th St., Apt. 2-B, New York 17, N. Y.
Gerry is back with Time Magazine as a research
writer and would like to do more free lance writing.
Gerry visited Jan Browne Noyes (Mrs. Edward)
at 8 High Rock Rd., Wayland, Mass., and saw
their daughter who was born last May. Their first
after 12 years of marriage.
Pat Taylor Daggett (Mrs. Neil, Jr.), Charles St.,
Milo, is now commuting three days a week from
Milo to the University for 8 am. classes. Pat also
works at Neil’s drug store, has three children in
school and has become a terrific golfer.
Christmas greetings came from Bob and Stella
Patten, Brentwood Acres, 33 Murray Drive, Cape
1947
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successful man gave up a

*

SELL INSURANCE
AND LIKE IT!
With new uses developing for life insurance* both busi
ness and personal, an agent's career can be a creative
and satisfying one for UBS alumni.
Norman M. Wallack ’48. New England Mutual Life In
surance Company, Boston
tQUli’MtNr for a B School
olumnu* is a built in image of the
ideal UBS man* keen. tough minded,
analytical, imaginative farsighted arid
resourceful At the same time, most of
u* have a mental pit lure of a life in
surance agent, imimagmativi, plod
ding, high pressure, ill-informed,
persistent and annoying
Given the cla<h lirtween these two
pictures, my Bigness Sihool friends
really raise an eyebrow when thw find
out that I am one of those “people
with endurance— a man who *rlh in
su rance ” There arc very few graduate
business school alumni in my end of the
business, much lew BBS types. though

S

tandard

11

of course we have many alumni among
the managerial personnel in the mdutry So they immediately want to know
how I ever ended up in *uch an ihtu
pation. and sit sidly expecting some
horror story of n misspent youth and
wuMcd opportunities.
Actually, the facts hear no mem
blnnce to their assumption* I am in
thi“ buxines* because I like it, liccause
I chose it after trying several other
type* of work, because it offers all
kinds of opportunities for ingenuity in
developing special insurance programs
for particular companies and indi
viduals In so doing. I have come to
the conclusion that businessmen are so

in industry to start one in life insurance
Norman Wallack had good reasons.
Here’s the first-hand account he gave us after his article
had appeared in the Harvard Business School Bulletin —

“ After graduation from Harvard Business
School, I did well during the next nine years in two
different areas of business. First, as merchandise
manager for a large Midwest manufacturer. Next,
as developer and owner of a camping-equipment
i company. But after five years of having my own
company, I sold out at a substantial profit. Six
months later I had decided to sell life insurance for
New England Life.
“I had plenty of confidence by this time in my
/
business ability. Now I wanted to find an area
where it would pay off on its own and require little
reliance on others. I wanted a field that offered in
creasing income as I grew older without suddenly
dropping off when I reached 65 ... that held fewer
t

of the frustrations encountered in industry ... that
could put to best use my training at the School,
experience and capabilities.
“ Life insurance seemed to come closest to this ideal.
So I picked out the company with one of the finest
reputations and cost pictures in the industry and
sought out one of the most outstanding training
agencies in the business.
“It adds up to this: I’m in this business because
I like it. Because I chose it after trying other types
of work. Because it offers all kinds of opportunities
for developing special insurance programs for com
panies and individuals. It’s the unusual combina
tion of freedom and variety that appeals to me.
Perhaps it will appeal to you.”

If you’d like a reprint of the 5-page article

Vice President John Barker, Jr.
501 Boylston Street
Boston 17, Mass.

by Norman Wallack, “I Sell Insurance — And
Like It!” just send along the coupon. We’ll also
mail you our free booklet, “Are you cut out for

Please send me a reprint of Norman Wallack’s
“I Sell Insurance — And Like It!” and your free
booklet, “Are you cut out for a career in LIFE
UNDERWRITING?”

a career in LIFE UNDERWRITING?” which de

scribes the opportunities with New England
Life forthose men who meet our requirements.

Name.................................................................................

NEW ENGLAND LIFE
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

LIFE INSURANCE IN AMERICA IN 1835

INSURANCE. ANNUITIES AND PENSIONS

FOUNDER OF MUTUAL

I
I

Street..................................................................................

| City

......................Zone

INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP LIFE
GROUP HEALTH COVERAGES.

Local agent: Ernest K. Khoury ’53, Portland, Maine

State......................

I
I

Elizabeth. Bob’s work with municipal government
has led him to be in charge of Sales and Public
Relations for the New England division of ColeLayer-Trumble Co.—a municipal appraisal and re
valuation concern. His office is in Portland. Debo
rah is now 8 years and Lisa 4 years. Stella continues
to find community work wherever she lives and is
now State Legislative Chairman of League of Wom
en Voters.
Mr. and Mrs. James Morrow’s (Shirley Sibley)
new address is 14 Daniels Rd., Bristol, Conn. She
and Jim have bought an old beautifully restored
house, originally built in 1728.
Dorothy Boulos is back in the States for a twoyear tour at Washington, D. C., and has a tempo
rary address at 924 Twenty-Fifth St., N. W. Apt.
811, Washington, D. C. She still works for the De
partment of State.
The University will hold a summer institute for
training of student counselors under the National
Defense Education Act. The institute, under the
direction of Dr. Alpheus Sanford is expected to
have 30 enrollees and run from July 9-Aug. 17.
The summer institute is designed to serve the special
needs of counselors who already have a year or
more of professional training or to bring those en
rolled up to the equivalent of a full year of training.
Julian Thompson became superintendent of Madi
son schools as of Jan. 1, 1962. He has served as
superintendent of the union school system in Skow
hegan since 1957.
Orville T. Ranger, Brunswick, was recently ap
pointed by the Executive Council as the state hear
ing officer. Mr. Ranger, Brunswick attorney, took
the oath for the new state position in which he
will conduct hearings and make decisions on disputes
involving licensing administration by various de
partments. He has been an assistant attorney gen
eral assigned to the Insurance Department.
Charles W. Webb of Norridgewock, a former
member of the Skowhegan School Department has
been awarded the Meritorious Civilian Service
Award at national headquarters of the Civil Air
Patrol, Ellington AFB, Texas. He was cited for
“distinguished service on a presidential committee
to define education goals and outstanding contribu
tions to the aerospace education for the nation’s
youth through specialized training for teachers at
colleges and universities.” He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Conrad Webb of Norridgewock, he is married
to the former Elinor R. Richards of North Dearing
Ave., Portland. He holds a master’s degree in edu
cation from the University. The Civil Air Patrol,
in which Webb is the only civilian deputy chief of
staff to the national commander, is an official aux
iliary unit of the United States Air Force.
Er. Eugene A. Mawhinney, associate professor of
government at the University spoke in December
to the 67th National Conference on Government in
Miami Beach, Fla. The theme of the conference
sponsored by the National Municipal League was
“Teamwork among Governments—Road to Urban
Progress.” In attendance were city officials from all
parts of the United States. Dr. Mawhinney took
part in the discussion of “Manpower to Meet Urban
Problems ”

1949 Mrs. Oscar R. Hahnel, Jr.

(Julie Shores)
12 Jepson Ave., Lewiston
Any of you living in or near Boston have un
doubtedly noticed the “face lifting” going on at
the New England Life Insurance Co. building at
Copley Square You will be interested to know that
the granite, Mt. Waldo gray, being used is from
a Maine quarry owned by the Grenci brothers.
Bruno, who got his engineering degree with us,
joined his three older brothers in 1959 in running
the Mt. Waldo quarry in Frankfort. His address is
Belfast Rd., Frankfort.
Thomas ’48 and Virginia (Noel) Wight are living
at 780 Salem St., Groveland, Mass., with their four
children; John, 12, Stephen, 10, Ellen Louise, 5,
and Margaret, 3. Tom has been teaching physics at
the Masconomet Regional High School for the past
two years. Virginia is very interested in the history
and uses of herbs and has evolved several recipes
which she uses for her own family and when en
tertaining. The two older children are also interested
in gardening and have had gardens as a 4-H project
for several years.
A Christmas card from Barbara Hastings Honkala,
and thanks, Barb. Rudy got home safely from his
trip to Antarctica last February bearing a rock
from an island that had been named for him! Barb
says that it isn’t very big but they are proud to
have Honkala on the map, and I guess we would all
agree to that. Barbara had been busy with their
family of four children and still has found time to
take the intensive training in first aid and hill train
ing necessary to become a member of the Missoula
Ski Patrol. This patrol was runner-up for the Na
tional Award last season, losing to the Mt. Hood,
Oregon, patrol. The Honkalas’ address is Route 1’
South Ave., West, Missoula, Mont.

Roberta Johnson writes that she attended a YWCA
conference in Germany this past summer and took
her vacation at the same time to do a bit of sightsee
ing in England, Belgium, Switzerland, and France.
Bobbie is with the combined Y in East Orange, and
her home address is 118 Dodd St., East Orange,
N. J.
I have had quite a few advancements, changes,
etc., from the Alumni Office and will pass these
along.
John Talbot, 240 French St., Bangor, became as
sociated with the James W. Sewall Co. in Old Town
this past fall.
Gerry Rogovin, who is an independent public
relations counsel, was appointed to handle public
relations for the Boston office of Fuller and Smith
and Ross, advertising and marketing agency.
Neal W. Merrill who went to Bethlehem Steel Co.
after graduation has been appointed an assistant
superintendent of the specialty products shop of
their Lackawanna, N. Y., plant. Neal and family
are at home at 48 Mile Strip Rd., Orchard Park,
N. Y.
Robert Ames has been promoted to manager of
manufacturing for the G.E. Co. medium transformer
department in Rome, Ga. He had been manager
of the voltage regulator products section in Pitts
field, Mass. Bob is married and has five children.
Dr. Carl H. Brennan, Jr., of Savannah, Ga., has
been named a Fellow of the American Academy
of Pediatrics. Carl graduated from Cornell Univer
sity Medical College in New York, and has served
on the faculty of Johns Hopkins University Medical
College in the department of pediatrics.
Dr. Arthur Buswell, Director of the Agricultural
Extension Service in Alaska, has become dean of
statewide services. He is responsible for all offcampus educational programs including evening
classes, summer sessions, and audio-visual communi
cations. The Buswells and their three children live
in College, Alaska.
George A. Vardamis has been made a partner of
the Norwalk law firm of Slavitt and Connery.
George took his law degree from Harvard and is
admitted to practice before the Maine Bar, the Con
necticut Bar and the Federal District Courts. He is
married and has two children. His address is Red
Oak Lane, Norwalk, Conn.
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Mrs. H. Wendell Hodgkins
(Claire L. Levasseur)
201 Elmira Street, S.W.
Washington 24, D. C.

Marriages:
Francisa A. Napoleone of New York City to
Martin Needham of Old Town.
Harriet Carole Lopez of McKeesport, Pa., to
Phillip J. Gildart of Bangor.
Joyce Ann Kilmer of Ann Arbor, Mich, to Dr.
William F. Howatt of Veazie. Joyce was gradu
ated from Victoria Hospital School of Nursing in
London, Ontario. She is presently employed at
the University of Michigan Medical Center in
Ann Arbor.
New Arrivals:
Hilda (Livingston) and Stan Miller are the par
ents of a third son, William Mark, bom in May.
The Millers’ other boys are Scott, age 8, and
David, age 3 1/2.
Pat (Thurston) and Russ Mollica as of Decem
ber 15th are the proud parents of a daughter, Amy.
She joins Jason who will be two in April.
The Lynne Holdens have a new daughter also
named Amy, born November 21. She joins Jim,
Sarah, and Ann.
Carolyn (Kay Foley) and John Dineen would
like to inform us of the birth of their daughter
Louisa July 23.
Carol Andrea Manchester, born August 15, has
joined the household of Cliff and Ema Manchester.
Guy Hinckley has joined his sisters, Jane and
Barbara. “Hinck” and his family live in Bar
Harbor. "Hinck” operates the Dreamwood Cab
ins during the Bar Harbor summer season.
Peggy (Sewall) and Carroll Totman have a new
daughter. They have two other children, a boy
and a girl.
Warren and Cecil (Lewis ’49) Alieff announce that
Eileen Mane has arrived on August 11 to join
her four brothers. Warren was recently given
added responsibility as resident engineer for more
Interstate highway in Illinois.
Bill Robertson was Portland’s leading vote getter
in the city’s municipal elections held in December.
Bill is the city’s new councilman-at-large. Since
1959 he has been president of Turner, Barker and
Co. in Portland. Two years ago the Portland Jaycees named him recipient of the Distinguished
Service Award, given annually to the young man
who has done the most for the community.
Dick Hefferman has just recently been appointed
as assistant plant manager at the South Gate, Calif.,

plant of Armstrong Cork Company. Since 1955
Dick had served as plant engineer.
Bob Lord located at 101 Trites Avenue, Nor
wood, Pa., has been named Assistant Manager of
Community and Internal Relations for Scott Paper
Company of Chester, Pa.
Walt Tweedie of Grove Street, Mars Hill, and
a representative of National Life Insurance Co. of
Vermont, has been awarded a diamond emblem as
an outstanding agent in the firm’s Maine-to-Hawaii
field force. The pin recognizes five consecutive
years of membership in the company's Leader’s
Club, which is earned by superior record in client
service and sales. Walt is a member of the Million
Dollar Round Table which comprises life insurance
agents with sales of at least $1,000,000 annually.
He is a representative to the State Legislature and
a Mars Hill town selectman.
Joseph W. Moyes has been promoted from su
pervisor of industrial engineering and personnel to
general foreman of the Starter and Circuit Breaker
Operation at Sylvania Electric Products of Waldo
boro.
Andrew Havey of Oakridge Drive, Granby,
Conn., is being kept very busy as President of the
Granby Community Fund.
Gordon A. Reade, formerly of Roslindale, Mass.,
and now of Westwood, has been named an agent
for the Nationwide Insurance Company.
Dr. Vernon Tozer of Orono has become the
new president of the Orono-Old Town Kiwanis
Club.
Emmett Stevens, track coach at Schenck High
School in East Millinocket, is mighty proud of his
team. The team made a clean sweep by winning
the Class “M” interscholastic Cross Country cham
pionship at the University of Maine this past
season.
Roland Lange, coach at Kingfield High, has or
ganized the school’s first cross country team in
several years.
Bob Pidacks, a member of the U. S. 1952 Olym
pic Team is residing at 4 Highland Terrace, Mexi
co.
Major “Geddy” Morse, who is stationed with
the U.S. Army in Berlin, was visiting his family
in Bangor over the Christmas holidays.
Bernie (Stein) Dillard writes that Ted has been
promoted to supervisor of commercial and indus
trial sales for the Massachusetts Electric Company.
Bernie is kept busy with Martha, 9, and Teddy, 6.
They now live at 53 Arbor Street, Lunenburg, Mass.

Mrs. Charles Begley
(Jeanne Frye)
Waldoboro
10th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
David D. Brackett has joined the New York
sales staff of Knox Glass, Inc. Since ’52 Davis has
also studied at the graduate school of Northwestern
University. He and his wife, daughter, and two
sons now live in East Brunswick, N. J., where
David is president of the local Chamber of Com
merce.
Grady Erickson, school teacher in Augusta, fills
a bus each summer with a score of students and
heads west to the Cascade Range to go skiing.
They spend their nights in sleeping bags, cook on
camp stoves and wash in the mountain lakes.
Grady feels it gives them a wonderful opportunity
to see the greatness of our country.
Dr. A. M. Smith is Animal Nutritionist on the
Animal and Dairy Science Staff of the University
of Vermont. Since 1952 he has received a master’s
degree and a Ph.D. from Cornell. He has been
a Vermont since 1957.
Gov. John Reed has appointed Alan Pease,
along with 18 other men, to a committee to in
vestigate the Slate’s air transportation needs and
how they are being met.
Alfred P. Condon and Theodore S. Economopoulas were married December 17 at the Greek Ortho
dox Church of Portland. Alfred is employed by
the Bath Iron Works. The couple reside at 852
High St., Bath.
Dottie McCann is a member of the Cumberland
County delegation to the Representative Assembly
of the Maine Teachers Assn. She teaches French
at Falmouth High School, is chairman of the MTA
French Department, secretary of the Maine Teach
ers of French, a charter member of the newly
formed French Department of the National Edu
cation Association. She was a delegate to the
1961 NEA convention.
Ralph C. Ham, of Brewer, a member of the
100th Legislature, has announced his candidacy
for County Commissioner. Ralph has stated that
county government has always interested him and
that he feels that citizens should become more
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conscious of this phase of our governmental sys
tem.
M. Allan Beal, oceanographer and scientist-incharge has completed a two month research cruise
in Arctic waters where he and six other men
charted the sea floor of the western Chukchi Sea
and conducted other observations and programs.
Richard J Wilson writes that he has signed a
contract with the Grolier Society, Inc., to be their
school and library representative for the states of
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont. Grolier is
the largest publisher in the world of multi refer
ence works. He is now living at Ocean Ave., Kenne
bunkport, and hopes to see many of our class at
Reunion in June.
Bob and Barbara (Head) Murdock have two
boys, Scott 5, and Bruce 3. They live in Pittsfield,
Mass., where Bob is with General Electric.

1953 Mrs. Philip E. Johnson
(Eini Riutta)
South Penobscot
Hello again—I’ve had several letters these past
few months. You’d be surprised how much easier
it makes writing the column to have them. If your
classmates haven’t heard about you for a year or
so, won’t you drop me a line, too?
Donald Lord’s mother wrote a very interesting
and informative letter bringing us up to date on
our band leader classmate. Don is making the
army his career and is now a captain, settled now
in North Syracuse, N. Y. He is married to the
former Emily Doepp, R.N., Chicago, Ill. They
have three sons, Donald, Jr. (born in Chicago),
James Kent (arrived in Germany), and David (born
a Texan). On January 2, twins Carole Ann and
Catherine Ann arrived in Syracuse, N. Y. His
mother comments that Donald is doing as well in
Guided Missiles, as he seems to be in raising a
family! Congratulations'
Carolyn “Baa” (Lamb) Ellis writes from Rowayton, Conn. (10 Yarmouth Road, Belle Island) that
she and her family lived in Alaska last year. Cold
but beautiful she says—her husband, Raymond, a
Yale graduate, is working for Teleregister in Stam
ford where he is programming coordinator. They
have two children. Deborah Rachel, 3, and Na
thaniel Jay, 1 1/2. Thanks for keeping in touch,
“Baa ”
Janet (Head) Twight gave birth to Mark Francis
last Nov. 2. She and Ben, a U.S. Park Ranger at
Yosemite, also have three year old Dana Carol.
We have Francis Head, ’18, to thank for these
items.
Birth announcements I have received recently
include those from the Alan Hodges (Margaret
Hanson) and Peter Hamiltons. The Hodges have
their fourth child, third son, Gary Hanson, who
arrived October 27, and the Hamiltons have wel
comed Susan Lee, November 19.
Lawrence DeLois of Bangor has qualified for
the third time for Mutual of New York’s National
Field Club, an annual sales-honor organization.
He is also assistant manager of MONY’s Agency
of Portland.
Shirley (Stillings) Keene is leader
of the Pitch-In 4-H Club of Auburn, which won a
blue ribbon last December as one of Maine’s five
top ranking 4-H clubs
A Bangor Daily News
sports page picture in December showed class
mates Linwood “Woody” Carville and Jack But
terfield adding three new trophies to the University
showcase as a result of Maine’s undefeated foot
ball record this year.
Blaine Trafton has been named head coach of
basketball at Maine Maritime Academy, Castine
Lloyd C. Erskine, Jr., principal of Highland Ave.
Junior High School, Gardiner, has been named to
head a consolidated district junior high school
when it opens Arthur Frieder, principal of
Friendship Elementary School for the past four
years, is now a guidance director at Ellsworth
High School
Duncan Cameron has been ap
pointed an instructor in botany at the University.
He received his master’s from Maine this past year.
He is married and has two children
Lehan Ed
wards returned to Winthrop High School this year
to teach biology and earth science, after a year’s
leave of absence, during which he obtained a
master’s degree at Penn State.
Class president Robert McTaggart has been in
Frankfurt, Germany, since August in the interests
of the Monsanto Chemical Co
Richard C. Allen
has accepted employment as a Wood Technologist
wiht the Bordan Chemical Co. in Durham, N. C.
Home address, 5301 Bayleaf, Fayetteville, N. C.
Stephen V. Bogue is with Consolidated Bag and
Foil Co. in Somerville, Mass.
Kenneth McFar
land has been promoted to assistant supervisor in
the Portland group office' of The Washington Na
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tional Insurance Co.
Maxine (Dresser) Thurston
was recently elected to the Board of Trustees of
the Brandon Free Public Library (Vt.)
Glenn
Folsom is now with Pratt-Whitney (24 Wilton Rd.,
Windsor, Conn.)
Patricia W. Chase of Fairfield is engaged to
Robert P. Wheeler, Jr. Miss Chase attended St.
Joseph’s College, Standish, and is employed in the
laboratory of Keyes Fibre Co. Robert, a graduate
of Massachusetts College of Pharmacy as well as
the University, is employed at Hassen’s Drug
Store, Fairfield.
In December Madeline Howard became Mrs.
George James Colter Jr. in Flushing, N. Y. Made
line, who has a master’s degree from Columbia in
personnel administration, is with the Equitable Life
Assurance Society while her husband is deputy di
rector of personnel of the Army and Air Force
Exchange Service. He is a graduate of the Uni
versity of Maryland.
Patricia Ann arrived Sept. 24 to live the “Life
of Riley.” Her parents are Frank and Mary
(Maguire) Riley of 42 Davis St., Lewiston.
That’s it for now—how about a lot of letters?
We can call our last column of the year a real
good one if you just let me know where you are,
what you’re doing, and how your family is grow
ing. How about it?

Can’t find your Class column? There’s
a reason. See Page 21.
Miss Hilda Sterling
1003 North Ocean Avenue,
Seaside Park, N. J.
I have some changes for your address book:
David ’59 (M.S. in Chem.) and Doris (Martel)
Piatak, 36 Stoneland Rd., Shrewsbury, Mass.
Elizabeth Ann Connors, 2716 Ordway St., N. W
Apartment 1, Washington 8, D. C.
Daniel H. Bryant, 36 Pleasant St., Yarmouth.
Chris ’58 and Laura (Little) Moen, 2015 S. Whitehill Dr., Petersburg, Va.
Zira Scheer, 17 S. Quaker Lane, West Hartford
7, Conn.
Reginald Bowden, R.F.D. 6, Augusta.
M Patricia Twomey, 2716 Ordway St.,•> N. W.,
Apartment 1, Washington 8, D. C.
Ray and Liz (Pierce) Cross have left the sunny
south for 23 Fairmount St., Nashua, N. H. They
moved in September when Ray took a job with the
Improved Machinery Company. Mark, 5, and Jeff,
3, have traded their swimming trunks for snow togs
this winter.
December is birthday month for the daughters
of Ed ’56 and Joyce (Reynolds) Ludwig, 254 Lan
caster Ave, West Springfield, Mass. Linda Joyce
ushered in the holiday season on December 19. She
came home from the hospital on December 24 as
a present for Lori who celebrated her sixth birthday
on that day. Ricky had four candles on his cake on
November 2. They say “hi” to everyone.
After an October 21 wedding, C. Thompson and
Elaine (Walts) Parker are living at 214 Trapelo
Rd., Belmont 78, Mass. A registered medical tech
nologist, Elaine graduated from the Malden Hos
pital School of Technology. Tom, an alumnus of
B.U., is an underwriter for the Liberty Mutual
Company.
The WELCOME MAT is out at 292 Summer
Ave., Reading, Mass. If you stop, you will find
Shimmy ’52 and Pat (Gill) Chamard at home with
James Joseph, 2, and Thomas Gill, who arrived on
April 1.
A new citizen made his appearance at the home
of Hale ’54 and Nancy (Karakas) Reed, R.F.D. 3,
Gerald Dr., Rockville, Conn., on June 14. David
joins Kim, 5, and Dana, 4.
Nancy Lorraine Otto rang the doorbell at North
wood Apt. 113, Storrs, Conn., on June 16. Her host
and hostess are Fred ’56 and Alma (Merrill). She
is sharing the nursery with Janet, a little lady of
three. Fred is studying for his Ph.D. in physics at
the University of Connecticut.
The Christmas mailbag included news from Bill
and Ellen (Hill) Reed, who are enjoying the “old
world charm” of a small farming village near Frank
furt, Germany, in spite of the fact that it takes 90
minutes to do a cycle of wash. I hope that Martha
Louise, an August 13 stork special, is not in a hurry
for her diapers. Their address is: Capt. and Mrs.
William P Reed, 05213016, 11th Med. Det., A.P.O.
807, New York, N. Y.
Bill and Suzanne (Bockus ’57) Mack announce
that Jennifer Lynn was born on September 25 at
the station hospital at Camp Kilmer, New Brunswick, N. J. Felicitations can be sent to Capt. and
Mrs. William H. Mack, c/o G. I. Sect. Hd U. S. A.
Corps, Camp Kilmer, N. J.
A little “trick or treat” by the name of Todd
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Andrew was welcomed by Jim and Anna Sucy on
October 31. The family resides at 140 Picturesque
Dr., Rochester 16, N. Y.
Last time, I mentioned that Stuart Cohen had
opened his dental practice at 460 Main St., Lewis
ton. Now, I will add that he and Elaine have two
children, Steven Laurence, who will celebrate his
first birthday next month, and Rebecca Jean, 2.
They have been living at 136 Nichols St., Lewiston,
since they returned to their home state last July.
Jacqueline Serlin, Bridgeport, Conn., became the
bride of Dr. Sewall Chason on September 17. A
graduate of the Columbia University School of
Dental and Oral Surgery, Sewall began his intern
ship in oral surgery in Washington, D. C., on July
1. He and his bride make their home at Washing
ton Hospital center, Washington, 110 Irving St.,
N. W.
A wedding of interest was solemnized in the early
fall when Carol Wioland, Wayne, Pa., married
Richard Stackpole. After two years at the U. of M.,
he graduated from the Babson Institute of Busi
ness Administration. Dick, who served a three-year
hitch in the U. S. Army, is an industrial engineer
at Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. The couple
is living at 401 Park Pl., Fort Lee, N. J.
A December wedding united Anne Moore, Fair
haven, Mass., and Walter Silveira, a member of the
faculty of the Dartmouth high school. Their address
is 140 Green St., Fairhaven.
Gordon Batson has been appointed to the faculty
of Clarkson College of Technology, Potsdam, N. Y.,
where he is an assistant professor of civil engineer
ing. On September 1, he married Katharine Wragg,
Pittsburgh, Pa. They are residents of West Stock
holm, N. Y.
Our next column will be printed in the June issue
(my deadline is May 16). Can we end the year on
a high note with some news from Y-O-U?

1957 Mrs. Gary Beaulieu
(Jane Caton)
R.F.D. #1 Box 123-C
Fremont, N. H.
5th Reunion, June 8-9-10, 1962
Thurlow Cooper, end for the New York Titans
ended his 61-62 season with quite a flourish! On top
of being a guest on the TV program “To Tell the
Truth,” he was also honored by the Augusta Cham
ber of Commerce—met on his arrival by a band, a
speech by the Mayor and made honored guest at
a banquet. How exciting—and Well-Earned!
Cal Ladner, a 1961 grad of Tufts University
School of Medicine, began internship at Fitzsimmon
Gen’l Hospital, Denver, Colo.
Everett Cowett is the new extension agronomist
of the University of New Hampshire. He has re
ceived his Ph.D. from Rutgers University.
Sylvania Electric Products of Waldoboro an
nounced that Charles Sewall has been promoted to
personnel superintendent and E. H. Soper to super
intendent of Industrial Engineering.
Frank Borda, 8 Pinewood Street, Orono, headed
the Penobscot County March of Dimes. Frank is
married to the former Diane Milner and is the
father of three sons.
Steve Podolsky is teaching chemistry and earth
science at at Old Lyme Junior-Senior High School.
Henry Swan is attending Harvard Graduate School
of Business Administration.
Alton Curtis is a commercial instructor at Story
High, Manchester, Mass. He is married and has
two sons. Address: 96 Old Essex Rd.
John Robinson has been appointed special agent
for the Maine Mutual Group of insurance com
panies of Presque Isle and is operating out of
Augusta.
Natalie (Shea) Libby, Bemington, Va., writes
that Stu ’58 is a chemist for Transistor Electronics,
Inc. They have one son, Brett.
I also received a long letter from Chet Wood
man’s wife, Joanne. Joanne, Chet, and children,
Cathy and Charles live at 1 Taylor St., R. D. 1,
Painted Post, N. Y., where Chet is employed by
Ingersoll-Rand. Among their friends are other ’57ers
employed by Ingersoll-Rand, Jerry Burkett and
wife Betty (not an employee') Bill Hutchins-wife
Carmen and two children John Stevenson-wife
Winnifred and one child.—All Painted Post ad
dresses. Forgive my stilted writing. I can see clearly
that I should have taken many more composition
courses at Maine! Richard Fickett formerly of I. R.
is now with Richard D. Brew Co., of Concord. He
and his wife, Joyce, and their two children are liv
ing in Contoocook, N. H. John Ricker is an engi
neer with Eastman Kodak, Rochester, N. Y. He is
married and has three children. Donald Wood is
an engineer with Plax, Inc., Hartford, where he
and his wife Betsy and their four children reside.
Allan Palzer is with Dun & Bradstreet. He and
his wife Carolyn live in Great Neck, N. Y. Thanks,
Jo.
Wes English wrote that he graduated from Tem
ple University School of Medicine in June and two
weeks later married Ann Ryan of Bryn Mawr, a
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former schoolmate. Wes and Ann are now living at
84 Carleton St., Portland, while Wes is interning
at Maine Medical Center. Wes will be going into
the Air Force in July. Among our classmates he
sees occasionally was Dottie (Richards) Marshall
who had her first baby. Congratulations, Daddy
Scott!
Recent weddings:
Marilyn Rand, Winthrop Hospital School of Nurs
ing, to David Cassida. Dave is with WABI-TV in
Bangor. He and Marilyn are living at Northport
Ave., Belfast.
Angie Nichols to Charles Kickham. Charles is
attending National University of Galaway, Ireland,
as a medical student. How beautiful it must be there.
Carol Moodie to Bob Wiklund, Woburn, Mass.
Barbara Cameron to Elliot Burns. Barbara gradu
ated from Nasson College and is employed by the
Oxford Paper Co. where Elliot is an engineer. Their
address is 319 Franklin St., Rumford.
JoAnn (Hanson) and Pete Kostacopoulos are the
parents of a son born in Nov.
Fred Manuel—2104 Ontario Ave., Niagara Falls—
is with Robert Hall Clothes.
Home addresses and business:
John and Janet (Higgins) Nolan—1717 4th St.,
Seabrooke, N. J. N. J. Bell Telephone Co.
Pete Brown and family—42 Burke St., East Hart
ford, Conn. Union Life Insurance Co.
Melvin McClure—18-E-Univ. Park, Orono. In
structor Business Administration U. of M.
Joel Stinson—Irvin Hall, Room 208, Penn. State
University, University Park, Pa.
Lloyd Rowe—80 Main St., Milford, Maine. Grad
uate student, U. of M.
Paul Buckley—5 Holt St., Lewiston, Maine. Life
Insurance salesman.
You will soon be receiving information on our
5th Reunion. Start making your plans now!

1959 Mrs. Clark H. Hower

(Suzy Dunn)
533A Mt. Auburn Street
Watertown, Mass.
Please note my change of address and keep
sending in your news. We haven’t heard from some
of you since graduation. Please, won’t you at least
let us know your latest address9 Since it has been
quite a while since news has been printed, some
“news” will be quite old, but we feel you’d still
like to know about it! First, some engagements
which are of interest.

Ina Jane Nelson and Philip Gerow are planning
a summer wedding in Milo. Ina Jane and Philip
are currently teaching in Brownville Junction.
A July wedding is planned by Elizabeth Barnes
and Arlyn Leach. Arlyn is employed as an engi
neer for Western Electric in North Andover, Mass.
Joyce Pagurko and Keith Brown have announced
their engagement. Joyce is working for United
Aircraft Corp, in East Hartford, Conn. Keith is
a graduate of Portland University and is employed
by the Pejepscot Paper Mills.
Another summer wedding is planned by Eleanor
Lewis and David Wadsworth. David is now man
ager of Eastern States Farmers Exchange Service
Center in Skowhegan. Eleanor is a senior at
Farmington State Teachers College.
John Burr has recently become engaged to Juli
ette Wilson of Washington, D. C. Juliette is pres
ently a student at Queens College in North Caro
lina.
A spring wedding is planned by Martha (Muffy)
Campbell and Lt. (jg) Michael K. Murphy. Muffy
recently graduated from the Mass. General School
of Dietetics and is now a dietitian at Boston LyingIn Hospital in Boston.
Gladys Ramsey and Harold Gray have announced
their engagement. Harold is doing graduate work
and is teaching in the zoology department at Maine,
while Gladys is attending the Eastern Academy of
Beauty Culture, Bangor.
Sally Springer and William Terris, both teaching
in Lexington, Mass., are planning a summer wed
ding. William is from North Billerica, Mass., and
graduated from Powell State Teachers College.
And now on to the marriages!
Avgust 19 was the marriage date of Wes and
Anita (Frisbie) Dyer. Anita is teaching in Cape
Elizabeth while Wes teaches at Scarborough High
School.
Cooper and Judy (Partelow) Gilman were mar
ried in July at Redding, Mass. Judy is presently
teaching in Lynnfield while Cooper is employed by
General Electric in Lynn.
Zachary and Barbara (Michaeles) Gianaris were
married this summer in Worcester, Mass. They are
now residing at 11 Stevens St., West Hartford,
Conn.
Another summer wedding was that of Richard

’61 and Helen (Martin) Brennan. Richard is now
stationed at Camp Irwin in Barstow, Cal.
Alan and Joanne (Googins) Badine were married
last May in Scarborough. Joanne is a nurse at
the Maine Medical Center and Al is stationed at
Fort Williams, Cape Elizabeth.
Miss Judith Fowler

West Scarborough, Maine
1961
I would like to thank all the ’61ers who have

sent cards and letters reporting their latest doings.
I will put in all the news possible, so keep it coming.
Jay and Joan (Hunter) Partridge are living at
3 Janet Court, Riverside, Conn. Joan is teaching
English and speech at Monroe High School, while
Jay is with Partridge and Rockwell at Greenwich.
Also in Connecticut are Ron and Eleanor (Linskey)
Flint who have a new addition, Mark William.
Ron is a field engineer with Aetna Life and Casualty
Ins. and their address is 86 Virginia Ave., Bridge
port, Conn.
From 557 Buckner Rd., Merced, Calif., Tom and
Joan (Brown) Stephenson announce the arrival of
Laurie Lynn. Tom is working as a management
trainee for Farmer’s Insurance Group. Roger and
Helen (Browne) Espling are at home in Cross Lake,
R. F. D 2, Fort Kent. Dixon and Pat (Norton)
Griffin live at 6 Woodland Hill, Wellesley, Mass.,
and have welcomed a baby girl into their family.
Judy Ohr is assistant director of public informa
tion at Colby Junior College, as well as a house
mother at Page Dorm. Her news items include:
Hank Shepard is touring the U.S.A, before “serving
time” with the Army. Alice Eaton is in secretarial
school in Boston while living in Cambridge, Mass.
Jeanine Gagnon is teaching high school in Van
Buren. Gingie Buckley is in Portland, Conn., and
Fred Stubbert is working in Waterville before mov
ing on to greener pastures in Calif.
Recently heard that Pete McCracken and Frank
Olsen are working (?) in Boston and living at 15
Mt. Hood Terrace, Melrose, Mass. Kay Allen is
doing graduate work at Ohio State.
’61ers are still hearing many wedding bells. Rich
ard ’56 and Diane (White) Clark are living at
Park Rd., Windham Hill. Diane is teaching at
Lincoln Junior High in Portland. Norine Hunt is
now Mrs. Ralph E. Clarke and her address is 700
Hancock St., Rumford. Lance Johnson’s new bride
is Lillian Fondino. Lance is employed in Kingston,
N. Y., where the couple reside.

IN MATTERS OF TRUST...
Our Trust department offers all trust services. Executor and administrator
of personal estates, trustee under wills or as trustee of living trusts
and life insurance trusts. Investment management, custodian accounts . . .
in fact, anything under the heading of estates and trusts.
We will be glad to discuss your estate planning needs with you at any
time.
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Alexander Skillin and Son
FLORISTS

Falmouth Foreside, Maine

The Haynes & Chalmers Co.

Cut flowers—Corsages—
Funeral Designs—
Wedding Designs

A. S. Chalmers ’05, Treas.
G. L. Chalmers ’46, Mgr.

John Skillin ’52

HARDWARE
BANGOR

OLYMPIA PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER

Sales and Service on all Makes
Gass Office Supply Company
49 Park Street
Bangor, Maine

MAINE
Distributors of Building
Materials

ACME SUPPLY CO., INC.
of

Boston Massachusetts

Life Insurance, Annuities
Group Insurance, Pensions

David C. Roberts
General Agent for State of Maine

415 Congress Street, Portland

PHILBROOK FARM INN
and COTTAGES

Just off Route U. S. 2 at
Shelburne, New Hampshire.
Under the shadow of the
White Mountains the
Philbrook latch-string
has been out since 1861.
Wonderful fall foliage!
Lawrence E. Philbrook ’16
Constance P. Leger ‘41
Nancy C. Philbrook ’42

/ GOOD
and
GOOD
for you

it’s HOOD’S
ICE CREAM

60 Summer St. Bangor, Me.
T. M. Hersey ’34, Pres.-Treas.
Philip Johnson ’43, Vice Pres.

Bangor Furniture Co.
Complete House Furnishers
84-88 Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine

McNAMARA’S
RESTAURANT AND FOOD SHOP

BRIDGTON ACADEMY
ESTABLISHED 1808

Fully accredited boys’ college pre
paratory school. Grades 9-12, plus
post graduate year. Small classes,
supervised study, language laboratory,
developmental reading, new gymna
sium. All sports including hockey.
For illustrated catalog write Principal
Richard L. Goldsmith, North Bridg
ton, Maine.

Artistry in “Fine Foods”
Rt. 202, Winthrop, Maine
Playground and Picnic Area—
Outside window service
Telephone Winthrop—Essex 7-2244

MAINE MINERAL DISPLAYS
Visitors Welcome all the year
GEM CUTTING, Special order Jewels, Maine
Tourmalines, Fine and rare gems and diamonds
for Collectors or engagement purposes.
PERHAM’S MAINE MINERAL STORE
Rt. 26 at Trap Comer, West Paris, Maine.
—(inexpensive or expensive items)—

DAKIN’S
Wholesale
Sporting Goods
Camera Supplies
Shep Hurd ’17
Bangor
Basil Smith ’40

M. A. Hurd ’26
Waterville

Known throughout the state

MOTIVATION
VIA

for quality and service

COMMUNICATIONS

Businessman, Industrialists, Educators, Engineers, Scientists, Government
Leaders are convinced that:—
• PRINTING is the principal means of communications.
® Catalogs, Manuals, Booklets, Folders, Inserts, Statement Stutters, Stream
ers, Annual Reports, Flyers etc. are the best means of TRANSMITTING
INFORMATION.
♦ Our plant is geared with CRAFTSMEN and equipment to produce moti
vating literature of top-notch quality.

For analyzation of present or future printing requirements,
communicate with Gordon R. Staff ’44, Vice President

STAFF PRESS, INC. • Creative Printers
26 CLINTON AVENUE
•
VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.

SKOWHEGAN MAINE

John Sealey, Jr. ’36

SERVING
MAINE STUDENTS
Since 1892

F> A D iz ! Q HARDWARE
KArCH
& VARIETY
31-37 MILL ST.. ORONO. ME.
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asco Neck and the Puritans

C

The area around Portland with its wealth of furs, fish, and tall timber
for ships’ masts, was a much-fought-over prize from the moment the first
white man settled on the shore of Casco Bay. »
Gorges, Rigby, their agents and heirs, all claimed jurisdiction of the area,
under grants from their free-handed King. Cleeves, Portland’s first mainland
settler, .claimed proprietorship. The Massachusetts ’Bay Colony entered the
fray. No one knew who actually held the province, and the consequent legal
wrangling was not conducive to orderly government.
Into the welter of claims and counter-claims the Massachusetts Bay
Colony pressed her own demands without let-up. The inhabitants of Maine
stopped., their internal wrangling temporarily to unite against this common
enemy. The majority of the settlers were staunch Episcopalians and bitterly
-opposed to the-ideas and practices of Puritanism.
Finally, in 1658, over the protests of the settlers, Massachusetts was vic
torious and took formal possession-of the Province of Maine. In order to
preserve any of their rights and'privileges, the settlers were obliged to sign
a formal document called the “Submission of 1658,” which began:

“We, the inhabitants of Black Point, Blue Point, Spurwink and
Casco Bay, with all the islands thereunto belonging, do deem and
acknowledge ourselves to be subject to the Government of Massa- •
chusetts . . .”
After promising that religious differences wouldn’t deprive the Maine col
onists of their civil rights, the agreement stipulated that: “. . . all those
places formerly called Spurwink and Casco Bay from the east of the Spur
wink River to the Clapboard Islands, in Casco Bay, ... to run back eight
miles in the country ... henceforth shall be called by the name of Falmouth.”'
The next fifteen years in Maine found the people still unwilling to recog
nise the authority of Massachusetts. Appeals were made to England for a
more agreeable government. In 1665 the authority of Massachusetts was
abrogated by Charles II, who appointed governors to the province. That
theirs was not an easy task is attested by the fact that three years later
these men threw up their hands in failure and returned to England.
Massachusetts re-established her jurisdiction by force and gradually and
grudgingly the people submitted to her uneasy rule.
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Canal National Bank
14 Congress Square
Pine Tree Shopping Center
391 Forest Avenue
,
North Gate Shopping Center
■ •
Monument Square (449 Congress Street)
Saco
Yarmouth
Gorham
180 Main Street
93 Main Street
11 Main Street
South Portland
Old Orchard Beach
41 Thomas Street
Veterans’ Square
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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Portland

188 Middle Street

Dr. Lloyd H.

Campus

1803—Maine’s First Bank
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